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ABSTRACT
The major problems of this study were: (1) to investi
gate Jewish parental attitudes toward education in an urban en
claved and an urban non-enclaved Jewish community and (2) to
determine and compare the extent of revitalization process in
educational attitudes among three generations of American Jews
who represent three congregations.
To examine the problem the following hypotheses were
tested:

There will be no significant differences between en

claved and non-enclaved Jewish parents in regard (1) to their
attitude toward their own educational experience and the impor
tance of education and (2) to their support of the school in
discipline, policy, and administration and finance.

There will

be significant differences between enclaved and non-enclaved
Jewish parents in regard to their attitudes toward (3) education
al progressivism, (4) educational traditionalism, (5) Jewish
parochial education, and (6) after public school hours Jewish
religious education (Hebrew school).
The sample was composed of 120 Jewish parents, 60 (30
mothers and 30 fathers) from the enclaved community, New Bedford,
Massachusetts, and 60 (30 mothers and 30 fathers) from the nonenclaved community, Tucson, Arizona.

The 60 parents in each

community were further divided congregationally:
x

20 Orthodox

(10 mothers and 10 fathers), 20 Conservative (10 mothers and 10
fathers), and 20 Reform (10 mothers and 10 fathers).

The follow

ing measures were used to collect data: (1) Personal Data Inven
tory questionnaire, (2) Educational Attitude Inventory
questionnaire, and (3) Warner-Meeker-Eells Revised Scale for
Rating Occupation.

The statistical procedures utilized in the

analysis of the data were factor analysis, reliability coeffi
cient alpha, and multiple regression.

Significance was estab

lished at the .05 level of significance.
The following findings were obtained:
1.

There were no differences between enclaved and nonenclaved Jewish parents in regard to: (a) their willing
ness to support the school in discipline, policy,
administration and finance, (b) their attitudes toward
educational progressivism, and (c) their attitudes toward
educational traditionalism.

2.

There were differences between enclaved and non-enclaved
Jewish parents in regard to: (a) their attitude toward
their own educational experience and the importance of
education, (b) their attitudes toward Jewish parochial
education, and (c) their attitudes toward after public
school hours Jewish religious education.

3.

Parents' level of schooling accounted for differences in
regard to their attitudes toward their own educational
experience and the importance of education, their atti
tudes toward educational progressivism, and their

xii
attitudes toward willingness to support the school in
discipline, policy, administration and finance.
4.

There were significant differences among first, second,
and third generation parents in their attitudes toward
educational progressivism, educational traditionalism,
Jewish parochial education, after public school hours
Jewish religious education (Hebrew school), and their
willingness to support the school in discipline, policy,
administration and finance.

5.

There were differences among parents of different age
groups in regard to their attitudes toward educational
traditionalism, Jewish parochial education, and after
public school hours Jewish religious education (Hebrew
school).

6.

Religious affiliation within Judaism accounted for dif
ferences in parents' attitudes toward Jewish parochial
education and after public school hours Jewish religious
education (Hebrew school).

7.

There were differences among parents of both sexes in re
gard to their attitudes toward their own educational
experience and the importance of education.

CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Traditionally, the Jewish people throughout history have
placed a strong emphasis upon education as an integral part of
their cultural life. From the very beginning of their identifi
cation as a distinct people, learning in both the formal and in
formal sense, has been the core of their existence. The
transmission of culture through the educative process, in the
home, the synagogue, and the religious school, has proved to be
a strong defense against the disintegration of Jewish culture and
the very means of cultural survival through the ages.
An examination of the classical literature of Judaism
reveals the family's role in the formal educative process. To
teach one's child was a parental manifestation of love while not
doing so was to be considered an expression of hatred.

Thus the

family was integrally involved in both the formal and informal
education of the child. The classical literature further re
veals that education has always been considered a religious duty
for the family. A high respect for learning has been maintained
throughout the ages and up until the present. Thus, for 2,000
years and more, the Jewish home has continued to be the most
effective institution for educating the Jewish child.
1

2
The Jewish residential enclave has had a powerful influ
ence on the role of education in modern Jewish life in the United
States. Enclaving dates back to the Middle Ages, more specifi
cally to the canon of the Third Lateran Council of 1179 which
forbade Jews and Christians to dwell together. Historian Cecil
Roth (1948, p. 298) pointed out that the institution of the
"ghetto," though humiliating to its residents, tended to be a
"powerful preservative of solidarity and culture."
Within the walls of the ghetto emerged a well-organized
and highly efficient system of Jewish self-government known as
the "kehillah."

This governing body became omnipotent within the

ghetto and embraced almost every sphere of social life from an
established system of justice to the formation of benevolent
societies.
The synagogue was the nucleus of ghetto life during the
Middle Ages and was universally called the "school"--"schul" in
Germany, "scuola" in Italy, "escolo" in the south of France.
Next in importance to the synagogue itself was the synagoguerelated school which developed as the agent of formal education
as the ghetto developed.

Roth (1948, p. 298) described the

school's role in the social life of this era as holding the
"pride of place in the Jewish scheme of life . . . ."

Universal

free education was provided within the smallest ghetto community,
and poorer students received free meals and necessary clothing.
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The institution of Jewish self-government shifted the
responsibility to educate the young from its former place with
the family and placed it upon the community with the home acting
in concert with the school.

As a religious community, these or

ganized local governments were essentially dedicated to instill
ing in its youth spiritual ideals and a world outlook, necessary
for survival in a hostile environment (Baron 1972).
After the French Revolution, the European Jewish communi
ties underwent a transformation that radically modified their
legal status, their occupational distribution, their cultural
habits, and their religious outlook and behavior (Xatz 1973).
In all these respects, the long-standing distinctly Jewish pat
tern was replaced by the standard common in their non-Jewish
environs. It is remarkable, noted Katz (1973), that the disinte
gration ot the whole Jewish community through conversion and in
termarriage did not occur; what did happen, however, was its
total transformation. It was at this time that great numbers of
eastern European Jews began to immigrate to the West.

This deep

uprooting served to "sever Jewish family life from its moorings
in a well-organized community with an established public opinion
(Mailer 1949, p. 919)."
In America areas of enclaved Jewish population revealed
very active Jewish communities although differing from their
former eastern European ghetto structure. The educational pro
cess was greatly changed by immigration, and the family decreased
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even more in its influence as an agent of formal education in
Jewish life.
The greatest change was the shift from sacred education
to the secular. The majority of immigrants arriving in the
United States possessed only the rudiments of a secular educa
tion, if any at all. The Jew in America today whom Sklare (1971)
referred to as belonging to a "Jewish variant" of American cul
ture has pursued the educational goals of his forefathers, but
for the most part, secularly. In the highly urban, enclaved
areas where the Jewish immigrant tended to settle upon arrival,
the learning tradition was vigorously continued through the
children. Public school education replaced the religious which
became secondary to most and often elective. The public institu
tions provided the opportunity for higher learning as well as
elementary and secondary education.

This is manifested in the

following passage by Professor Paul Weiss (in Yaffe 1968, p. 222)
of Yale describing his college days at City College of New York:
Eighty percent of the students were Jewish, from
poor Orthodox families. We were noisy, talkative,
anxious to learn, full of excitement. We devoured
all the books that were assigned to us, and then grabbed
for more. And we never stopped discussing, debating-let's face it, yelling about what we were learning.
With the emphasis on Americanization, a shift occurred
from religious to secular education with the public school acting
as one of the major agents of enculturation.

With the passage of

time assimilation has largely been completed in many segments of
the American Jewish community.

Due to a secure sense of their
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Americanness, there has been a growing interest in return to
traditional Jewish values, mores, and beliefs, more particularly
in the newer non-enclaved communities.
By extension, this revitalization in process includes the
educational process with a rising interest in the establishment
of Hebrew day schools to replace public school instruction and
the proliferation of Hebrew schools to instruct in Hebrew lan
guage and culture after regular public school hours.

At the

university level course offerings in Judaic language (Hebrew,
Yiddish, Ladino) and Judaic thought and culture have increased
in number and in enrollment.
Statement of the Problem
The purposes of this study were to (1) identify, analyze,
and compare parental attitudes toward education in an urban enclaved and an urban non-enclaved Jewish community.

Parental

populations will be compared on the bases of:
a.

generation in the United States

b.

country of origin

c.

ethnic origin (Sephardic vs. Ashkenazic)

d.

religious affiliation within Judaism

e.

socio-economic status

f.

educational level of parents

g.

Judaic linguistic background (Hebrew, Yiddish, Ladino)

h.

age

i.

sex

j. length of residence in the community
and (2) to ascertain and compare the extent of revitalization
process in educational attitudes among second and third genera
tion American Jews in the two communities.
The variables under consideration will be the parent's
attitude toward his own education experience and the importance
of education, the parent's willingness to support the school in
discipline, policy, administration, and finance, the parent's
attitude toward educational traditionalism, the parent's attitude
toward progressivism, the parent's attitude toward Jewish paro
chial education, and the parent's attitude toward after public
school hours Jewish religious education.

Figure 3 shows the

schematic representation of the measurement of attitudes.
Significance of the Study
While the importance of the Jewish family's attitude
toward education is well recognized, little research has been
conducted to determine as accurately as possible what these at
titudes are. Investigations in this area have been primarily
concerned with the motivation of Jewish youth, social class and
parental values, the religious context of educational expecta
tions, and the educational experience in the enclaved Jewish
community.
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Most studies have assumed that Jewish parents have an un
wavering positive attitude toward all aspects of the educational
process, both public and religious, in American society.

But

little or no attempt at measuring or categorizing these atti
tudes has been made.
The significance of this study in the non-enclaved Jewish
community is further enhanced because it attempts to examine the
attitudes of second and third generation American Jews whose de
gree of assimilation may have removed them considerably from the
mainstream of the traditional "shtetl" life style.

This study

attempted to ascertain the effect of residential assimilation on
Jewish parents and their attitudes toward education and to deter
mine to what degree, if any, disenclaving has affected the most
traditional of all Jewish values, the pre-eminence of education.
Theoretical Framework
It was the underlying premise of this study that the im
portance of the value of education has survived and persisted
among American Jewry despite the many changes that have occurred
both within and outside of the group.

Even though differences

in generation and congregational choice occur, the positive value
of education transcends these differences and unifies the Ameri
can Jewish community.

From the time of the Diaspora until the

present, the transmission of Jewish culture through its educa
tional tradition has (1) preserved ethnicity, (2) insured
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cultural survival, and (3) been a major socialization factor for
the young.
Therefore education can be considered a core value of
American Jewish culture. It is suggested that education exists
as a Jewish cultural universal despite the degree to which such
independent variables such a"; mobility, change in value orienta
tion from traditional to emergent, religious pluralism in the
United States (the "triple melting pot"), degree of religious
commitment, acculturation pressures, differences in generation
perception, and enclaved vs. non-enclaved residence have served
to modify the position of this value in the hierarchies of the
holder.
The attitudes of Jewish parents toward education can best
be understood within the theoretical framework of cultural trans
mission and culture change.

A large body of anthropological theo

ry on these subjects has been reviewed, and it was concluded that
the works of Spindler (1959, 1963), Wallace (1961), Burger
(1968), and Madsen (1964), provide the most adequate theoretical
base for this study.

A synthesis of relevant generalizations

concerning cultural transmission and culture change therefore
follows.
Cultural transmission is the process whereby one genera
tion passes on the modes of thought, values, action, and feeling
that constitute its culture to the next.

It is generally through

the process of enculturation that the individual absorbs these
elements of culture.

The enculturative process suggests that
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there is a fairly high degree of continuity in value orientation
among the agents of socialization.

However, when external pres

sures are great, degrees of discontinuity may exist in the pro
cess of cultural transmission.

Spindler (1959, p. 1) posited

that American culture today is "notable for the conflicts woven
into the very fabric of its value system resulting in a shift in
value orientation from 'traditional' to 'emergent'."

According

to Spindler, "traditional" values include Puritan morality, the
work-success ethic, individualism, achievement orientation, and
future-time orientation.

The "emergent" values encompass socia

bility, relativistic moral attitude, consideration for others, a
hedonistic, present-time orientation, and conformity to the
group.
Culture change is a process which anthropologists tend
to consider over long periods of time (macro-temporal change) or
over very brief periods of time (micro-temporary change).

In

reference to the latter, Wallace (1961) spoke of the processes
of culture change in terms of such rubrics as innovation, accul
turation, and revitalization.
Acculturation is the process of cultural transmission
which emerges from the confrontation of different cultural sys
tems and may result in culture change.

It involves a "donor"

culture presenting a new cultural configuration to the "recipi
ent" culture which either accepts or rejects the innovation.
Group acceptance or rejection, however, may be less than uniform,
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and the individual within the group may be operating on an idiosyncratically determined level.
Two models of acculturation can be considered to rein
force the framework of this study.

One is Burger's (1968) model,

shown in Figure 2, which represents the various stages in the
acculturation process as separate categories—the folk or tradi
tional and the dominant culture pattern occupying separate boxes,
feeding into a third box which represents syncretic cultural
phenomena.

The syncretism is the fusion of elements from the

traditional and elements from the dominant culture pattern to
form a new culture.
Madsen's (1964) model, shown in Figure 3, is linear with
the levels of acculturation represented on a continuum from folk
culture to dominant culture.

The first point represents the folk

culture with its traditional values, the second point the value
conflict between the two cultures wherein the individual tends to
compartmentalize his life, and the third point the dominant cul
ture pattern where the individual has achieved status in the
dominant society.

Madsen's model leaves room for more freedom

of movement within the range of acculturation and also may be
more threatening to the participant.
One process of culture change that is involved integrally
in the framework of this study is classified as revitalization.
Wallace's (1961, pp. 143-144) definition of revitalization is
. deliberate, organized attempts by some members of a

Dominant
Culture
Pattern

Traditional
Folk
Culture

Syncretic
Culture

Figure 2. Burger's Model of Acculturation

Traditional
Folk
Culture

Figure 3.

/
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\

Madsen's Model of Acculturation

Dominant
Culture
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society to construct a more satisfying culture by rapid accep
tance of a pattern of multiple innovations."
this phenomenon "nativistic reaffirmation."

Spindler termed
It refers to the

reaction of an individual or an acculturative group to sharply
disjunctive value systems.

The new value system often threatens

the individual because it challenges his established, familiar,
and comfortable values.

He seeks refuge in the secure milieu of

his established values and overcompensates and rigidifies the
original system.
Wallace (1961, p. 151) pointed out that if the movement
is religiously-oriented, what is left is "the cult or church
that preserves and reworks the code, and maintains, through
ritual and myth, the public awareness of the history and values
that brought forth the new culture."
The independent variables mentioned earlier in this sec
tion, such as mobility, the shift in value orientation, and
religious pluralism, also play a role in the speed of the accul
turation process and the alteration of the individual's world
view.

One variable, upward social mobility, alters the individ

ual's social position, for he moves from a lower social stratum
to a higher one.

This type of ascending mobility involves

changes in the economic, occupational, political, and territorial
frames of reference.
Another variable, the shift in value orientation from
traditional to emergent values, frequently results in deep
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cleavages between generations and differences in generational
perception.
Another variable to be considered is that of religious
pluralism in American society or what has been referred to as the
"triple melting pot" theory.

According to Herberg (1955), from

the "land of immigrants" America has become the "triple melting
pot," restructured in three communities with religious labels-Protestant, Roman Catholic, and Jewish. Religious pluralism has
allowed the Jewish third generation, secure in its Americanness,
to recover its past. In doing so, it is trying to give itself
some sort of "name," or context of self-identification and social
location in the larger society. Hansen's (1938, pp. 9-10) law or
the "principle of third generation interest" stated:

"What the

son wishes to forget the grandson wishes to remember."

What he

can "remember" is not his grandfather's ancestral language nor
European culture but his religious tradition.

The traditions he

remembers are "Americanized" and curiously "re-traditionalized"
to conform with his American orientation. In religious practice
what occurs is the return of these individuals to traditional
Judaism—to the Orthodox and the ultra Conservative as opposed to
the "relaxed" Conservative or Reform affiliation of their parents.
It is also characterized by a return to the observance of dietary
laws and regular synagogue attendance that their parents had
often discarded along the road to assimilation.

Educational

manifestations include renewed interest in the study of the
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Hebrew language, Judaic thought and culture, and Yiddish. Per
haps the most significant manifestation of this revitalization
in process is the steady establishment of Jewish parochial
schools as an alternative to the public schools, especially in
the new, non-enclaved communities.
It is therefore theorized that the value of education
exists independently of the revitalization processes that are
operating in some segments of the American Jewish community ex
cept as it changes in form from tax-supported public schools to
parentally-supported parochial schools.
The following chart (Figure 4) describes the cultural
persistence of the value of education among American Jewry and
also the climates of revitalization.
The majority of the first generation has remained tradi
tional despite their choice of congregational affiliation.
Therefore, a climate of revitalization does not exist here.
The Conservative element of the second generation offers
a potential climate for revitalization.

The Orthodox of this

generation are already traditionally-oriented. The Reform group,
on the other hand, having opted for emergent values, does not
provide such a climate. It is the Conservative second generation
individual, especially one lacking the support of an enclaved
community, who may feel the need to return to traditional Jewish
values.

16
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The third generation, already secure in its Americanness,
offer the optimum climate for revitalization with the exception
of the Orthodox affiliate who still maintains his traditional
orientation. The Conservative affiliate may find the acculturative effects of assimilation so threatening that he returns to
what he perceives to be the traditional values of the past. The
member of the Reform congregation may be motivated by a need for
reaffirmation of his self-identification within the larger soci
ety. This is manifested through his desire to return to tradi
tional values.
The revitalization process operating within these groups
does not alter the status of education as a cultural universal;
however, it may change its position within the value hierarchy of
each group.
It is assumed that the enclave serves as a support system
for all generations and congregations within it and therefore a
greater degree of revitalization phenomena will be observed in
the non-enclaved situation which lacks this support.

The en-

claved community provides closer control over the agents of
socialization and the process of cultural transmission. In the
enclave, enculturation rather than acculturation is more charac
teristic of the process of cultural transmission.
However, this study is designed to determine if the
equivalent value of education persists in both enclaved and nonenclaved Jewish communities regardless of the degree of
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acculturation from orthodoxy and the shift in orientation from
traditional to emergent values. It is suggested that education
and learning is generic to the Jewish ethos and that external
social factors, congregational membership, and socio-economic
status have little influence in changing this value.
Hypotheses
The following hypotheses were tested:
1. There will be no significant differences between enclaved
Jewish parents and non-enclaved Jewish parents in regard
to their attitude toward their own educational experience
and the importance of education.
2. There will be no significant differences between enclaved
Jewish parents and non-enclaved Jewish parents in regard
to their support of the school in discipline, policy, and
administration and finance.
3. There will be significant differences between enclaved
and non-enclaved Jewish parents in regard to their atti
tudes toward educational progressivism (see definition
on page 22).
4. There will be significant differences between enclaved
and non-enclaved Jewish parents in regard to their atti
tudes toward educational traditionalism (see definition
on page 22).
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There will be significant differences between enclaved
and non-enclaved Jewish parents in regard to their atti
tudes toward Jewish parochial education.
There will be significant differences between enclaved
and non-enclaved Jewish parents in regard to their atti
tudes toward after public school hours Jewish religious
education (Hebrew school).
Assumptions Underlying the Problem
That the subjects of this study, Jewish parents from New
Bedford, Massachusetts and Tucson, Arizona do not differ
significantly from a statistical point of view in educa
tional attitudes from one another.
That specific attitudes held by these parents can be
identified and measured.
That the generation of the respondent will influence his
attitudes toward education.
That the population samples of New Bedford and Tucson
will reflect the overall Jewish population and withinaffiliation of each city.
That the revitalization process in content (Wallace 1961)
is, in fact, occurring within the non-enclaved community.
That the schools in New Bedford and Tucson are
comparable.
That socio-economic status and sex will be factors in the
analysis of data.
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8. That there will be more second and third generation na
tive Jewish New Bedfordites than second and third genera
tion native Tucsonans.
Limitations of the Study
The following were recognized as limitations of the
study:
1. The study is to be limited to the information received
from the instrument developed for use in the study.
2.

At this time no other adequate instrumentation exists to
measure the attitudes under consideration in this study.

3. No consideration of parental vocational aspirations for
their children will be attempted in this study.
4.

No attempt will be made to correlate the child's academic
performance with corresponding parental attitudes.

5.

No attempt will be made to correlate the child's manifest
motivational patterns with corresponding parental
attitudes.

6. No attempt will be made to examine the attitudes of con
verts to Judaism as the generational factor does not
apply.
7. Only residents of either community of five years or more
will be considered in this study.
Definitions of Terms Used
1.

Ashkenazi:

the term applied to Jews of northern and

eastern European origin.

2.

Attitude:

"the sum total of man's inclinations and feel

ings, prejudices or bias, preconceived notions, ideas,
fears, threats, and convictions about any specific topic
(Thurstone 1928, p. 531)."
3. Bar-Mitzvah:

a religious ceremony by which a male Jew

at the age of 13 becomes a formal member of his
community.
4. Bat-Mitzvah:

a religious ceremony by which a female Jew

at the age of 13 becomes a formal member of the communi
ty. It is a ceremony limited to Conservative and Reform
Judaism.
5. Conservative Judaism:

a type of Judaism which sets forth

no system of principles or dogmas, yet there exists with
in its membership an understanding as to its basic ideas
and objectives. It accepts the revealed authority of the
Bible, of the Talmud, and of later commentators.

However,

it permits changes in observance, provided they are dic
tated by inner logic and do justice to the law. It tends
to conserve traditional religious forms. Though prayer
may be read in the vernacular, Hebrew still dominates.
Jewish history is studied seriously and critically. It
observes the dietary laws with slight relaxations .

Fes

tivals and the Sabbath are observed much like the Ortho
dox.

But it has adopted some customs of Reform Judaism--

mixed pews, collateral use of the vernacular in worship
(Runes 1959).
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6.

Educational Progressivism:

emphasizes the problem solv

ing approach and de-emphasizes subject matter for its own
sake.

Quality and warmth rather than discipline are val

ued in interpersonal relations (Kerlinger in Jordan
1968).
7.

Educational Traditionalism:

emphasizes subject matter

for its own sake and discipline is considered important
(Kerlinger in Jordan 1968).
8.

Enclave:

an area in a city wherein a certain group is

found in one or more discrete locations, that is, in
contiguous zones of settlement.
9.

Jew:

"a Jew is a person who calls himself a Jew or who

is called Jewish by others (Herskovits 1927, p. 117)."
10.

Hebrew (language):

A Semitic language of the Afro-

Asiatic family, the language of the ancient Hebrews,
which although not in vernacular use from 100 B.S. to the
present century, was retained as the scholarly and litur
gical language of the Jews and now is the national lan
guage of Israel.
11.

Hebrew Day School:

a Jewish parochial alternative to the

public school, parentally funded.

Its curriculum in

cludes both religious and secular subjects.
12.

Hebrew School:

supplementary Jewish education, parental

ly funded, usually sponsored by the synagogue.
place after public school hours.

It takes

Curriculum includes

Hebrew language and Jewish history.
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13.

Kehillah:

a Hebrew word denoting local organizations of

Jewish self-government.
14.

Ladino:

the language spoken and written by Iberian Jews

and their descendents . It is a carry-over of medieval
Spanish, incorporating some Hebrew lexical items as well
as local idioms from Greek, Turkish, Arabic, and other
languages .
15.

Nachas;

a Yiddish word denoting joy and satisfaction.

It is often used to mean the pleasure that a parent de
rives from certain achievements in his child's life, such
as good grades, a college degree, or the birth of a
grandchild.
16. Orthodox Judaism: the acceptance of the total body of
Jewish law. The Orthodox have looked upon Hebrew as a
sacred language, consider Mosaic law the ultimate au
thority over matters mundane and spiritual, and have ever
held the messianic hope of a return to the Holy Land
(Runes 1959).
17. Reform Judaism:

a movement that began in the nineteenth

century to alter traditional Jewish practices, such as
the equality of women at services and as synagogue func
tionaries, use of the vernacular.

Reform Judaism accepts

as binding only the ethical laws of the Bible, rejecting
other laws, rites, and ceremonies unless designated to
elevate and sanctify Jewish Lives (Runes 1959).

18. Sephardi;

descriptive title applying mainly to Iberian

Jews and their descendents, largely centered on the
Mediterranean.
19. Shtetl:

small villages and hamlets in Eastern Europe.

The population of these villages was almost entirely
Jewish, and Yiddish was the language spoken despite the
fact that they were located in Russia, Poland, Lithuania,
etc.
20.

Yiddish:

the language spoken and written by Jews in

Eastern Europe. It is a carry-over of Middle High German,
incorporating some Hebrew words and local idioms (Polish,
Russian, Ukranian, Rumanian, and others).
Summary
The major problem of this research was to determine pa
rental attitudes toward education in an urban enclaved and an
urban non-enclaved Jewish community and to ascertain and compare
the extent of revitalization process occurring in these communi
ties. This chapter has emphasized the role of education in the
Jewish family from past to present.

The significance of this

research indicated the importance of education as a value that
has survived and persisted among Jewry from the past to the
present. The theoretical framework focused on cultural transmis
sion and revitalization as models of culture change.

The assump

tions, limitations, and definitions of terms used were
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enumerated. The hypotheses reflected the population and the
research problem.
Chapter 2 presents a review of studies pertaining to the
historical, congregational, and theoretical aspects of the study.

CHAPTER 2
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
In order to understand the attitude of Jewish parents
toward education it is necessary to review research on certain
aspects of Jewish life which may underly these attitudes and
their modifications.

The review of the literature will include:

(1) a historical perspective of the role of education in the
Jewish tradition and its relationship to the family; (2) congre
gational literature as religious affiliation within Judaism is a
major factor in the study; and (3) an examination of the theore
tical literature upon which the study is based.
Historical Literature
The historical literature dealing with classical Judaism
is replete with references to the role of the family in the edu
cative process of the child and the implications of this role.
Cecil Roth (1938, p. 35) called education the "religious duty"
of the family and cited how this responsibility has continued to
exist through all ages of Judaism up until the present.

Another

study (Wirth 1943) contended that the education that the Jewish
family and community has provided its members has served to in
culcate in the individual a sense of belonging to a historic
26
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people with deep roots in the past and of sharing the future of
that people. The implication of this historical association with
learning has created a common consciousness and coherence which
assured their survival as a separate group despite their wide
dispersion.
In an anthropological study of eastern European "shtetl"
culture, the role of learning is clearly defined as paramount in
the life of the community (Zborowski and Herzog 1952).

The ob

vious advantages of scholarship at that time were status, pres
tige, a chance for a good marriage, and the joy of study itself.
From birth on, the son bore the burden of his parents' hopes and
expectations for social achievement.

This study further revealed

the role of education on social stratification that existed with
in "shtetl" culture. The "prosteh yidn," "common Jews" were the
non-scholar workers who were often described as ". . . uncouth,
unmannered, given to unseemly language and at times to 'unJewish' behavior—that is, to behavior at odds with the ideal
set up by the learned tradition (Zborowski and Herzog 1952,
p. 76)." On the other side of the social spectrum were the
"sheyneh yidn," the "beautiful Jews" who possessed both learning
and wealth. They were men of honor and integrity, men of social
conscience with an obligation of service to the community. It
was the man of exceptional learning who enjoyed the highest es
teem of the community and received in return their undivided
deference and honor.
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Learning was a potent instrument for upward social mobil
ity, for even the learned son of a "prosteh" family could marry
into a rich family and become a respected "beautiful Jew." It
was both the sons of the common and the learned Jews who immi
grated to the United States and were exposed to the rich educa
tional opportunities awaiting them.
Albert Gordon examined the effects of Americanization
upon the "shtetl" tradition of learning.

He (1949, p. 125)

noted a change in the customary emphasis on scholarship as means
of achieving status in the community to an ". . . outright ac
ceptance of the monetary standard as the deciding factor in the
society of these people."

For the immigrants it became more im

portant to earn a livelihood than to become a rabbinical scholar.
This was further corroborated by Slater (1969) in a study which
sought to show that the intellectual tradition of the "shtetl"
which was religious in nature was not likely to be continuous
with American educational institutions.

Slater's (1969, p. 373)

study further hypothesized that it was not a carry-over of
"shtetl" scholarship values that led many immigrants to profes
sional education in the United States, but rather the "co-existent
secular rather than religious goals to which the humblest also
felt entitled."
Gordon (1949) further pointed out that those early Jews
residing in an enclaved environment tended to adhere to certain
tradition, such as religious study and practice, even though
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their children attended public schools and were undoubtedly in
fluenced by new ideas.
Glazer and Moynihan (1963) reported on five minority
groups in New York City. The authors demonstrated how each
group grew from immigrant awareness and became major cultural and
political forces in the city's life. In the section devoted to
the Jewish population, the authors stated that the eastern Euro
pean Jews demonstrate a veritable "passion for learning."

The

study further discussed the large number of Jews attending col
lege but did not examine any of the motivational or attitudinal
factors underlying this tendency.
Rhodes and Nam (1970) made a comparative study which
examined the religious context of educational expectations . One
facet of the study dealt with the educational aspirations of
Jewish children living in a largely "Jewish environment" and
those living in a more heterogeneous area. The findings indi
cated that the proportion of Jewish youths planning to attend
college differed significantly (14 percentage points) between
those receiving their elementary and secondary education in a
"Jewish environment" and those educated in more heterogeneous
schools. Expectations were much higher among those residing in
the enclave .
A study by Van Der Haag (1969) investigated educational
differences among American-born Sephardic and American-born
Ashkenazic children.

The Sephardic children born of
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American-born mothers who spoke English and lived in the same
middle-class neighborhood scored 17 points less on IQ tests than
similarly matched Ashkenazic children. It was Van Der Haag's be
lief that differences in cultural ideals and emphases accounted
for differences in motivation among the Sephardic children.
Van Der Haag continued that unlike the Ashkenazim, the Sephardim
have never focused their attention upon educational achievement.
Few studies have been made to further corroborate this
contention.
Although the literature pertaining to Judaism in general
is more than ample, very few studies have been made that are re
lated to the problem of this study.
Congregational Literature
It is necessary to review the congregational literature
as religious affiliation within Judaism is a major factor in the
study. The three branches of present-day Judaism are the Ortho
dox, the Reform, and the Conservative. Although the groups pro
fess varying religious views and theories, it is essential to
keep in mind that all the divisions in modern Judaism originate
from the same source, and constitute only different philosophies
regarding Jewish adjustments in the twentieth century world which
make for varying practices and observances.
Judah Pilch's study, Jewish Life in Our Times, drew some
meaningful distinctions between the three branches of Judaism.
According to Pilch (1943, p. 8), Orthodox Judaism is ". . .a way

of life to be practiced and applied in everyday activity.

Any

reform or compromise, in so far as the underlying motives of
Judaism are concerned, is considered an offense."

Orthodox

Judaism implies the obligation to fulfill all religious obser
vances , the fixed belief in the 613 religious duties outlined in
the "Schulchan Aruk" (the code of Jewish law and life).

The

"Mitzvoh" (commandments or good deeds) constitute the pattern of
all behavior, customs, ceremonies, and ideals.

The "Mitzvoh"

include observance of the Sabbath, the holidays, the Dietary Law,
purity in the family, education of children, and many others.
The foundations of Orthodox Judaism were rocked by the
collapse of the political, social, and economic all-encompassing
ghetto and by the spread of the "Haskalah" (Englightenment) move
ment. Despite the gap between Orthodox doctrine and present-day
actualities, modern Orthodoxy has survived and strengthened tra
ditional Jewish practices through the organization of various
international associations as well as the establishment of Ortho
dox educational institutions for all ages and both sexes.
These attempts, however, to perpetuate traditional values
often conflict with the forces of modern life which makes adher
ence to Orthodoxy increasingly more difficult and at times
impossible.
Reform Judaism originated in Germany in the nineteenth
century as an attempt to modernize Judaism and to adapt it to
life in a modern world. In the emancipated countries, Jewish
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leaders sought to eliminate that uniqueness in Judaism which had
separated Jew and his neighbor for centuries. The movement
toward Reform Judaism was, in fact, that attempt

. .to mod

ernize the religion to the extent of retaining only that part of
the faith which was of general religious nature and of ethical
value (Pilch 1943, p. 12)." The two major objectives of Reform
Judaism were (1) to modernize religious life in conformity with
the demands of the age and (2) to safeguard the Jews against
complete abandonment of their religion.
From the beginning, a very strong assimilative tendency
characterized Reform Judaism. This was especially manifested in
the religious education of Jewish children in Germany during the
beginnings of the movement. While the Reform deemed it important
to acquaint their children with all the essentials of Judaism,
more important still "... they desired the children to be ani
mated by the same spirit that animated them, viz. love for their
faith combined with love for their fatherland, so that the chil
dren should be German not only in language and education, but
also in sentiment (Philipson 1931, p. 387)."
In the early Reform movements most of the traditions of
a typically Jewish way of life were discarded.

The "Schulchan

Arak" was abandoned, the second day of holidays was abolished,
the dietary laws disregarded. This caused a deep division in the
last century between those outside of the Reform movement and the
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Reformers themselves who were often regarded as heretics by all
other Jews.
However, a renascence of Reform Judaism, especially in
the United States, has emerged whereby the Reform temple has be
come a center of Jewish cultural and social life.

As Pilch

(1943, p. 14) summarized, the modern Reform congregation is no
longer ". . .an institution of modernized or assimilated Jews
who attack Orthodoxy and Jewish resistance to modernism.

It is

becoming more and more a Jewish center which is more closely as
sociated with all Jews in all walks of life."
Conservative Judaism represents the middle course between
Orthodoxy and Reform. It is synthetic in character. It combines
traditional Judaism with the modern approach of the adaptation
religious observances to modern needs.

Conservative Judaism,

often called "positive historical Judaism," refuses to cast aside
basic traditions, contending that "... the 'old' can be re
evaluated in the light of history and adapted to modern condi
tions (Pilch 1943, p. 16)."

Conservative Judaism has formulated

its theoretic structure from several movements.

From Orthodoxy

it has adopted its reverence for rabbinic, traditional Judaism
and from the Reform its emphasis on continual social adjustment.
Many Conservative affiliates adhere to the theory of reconstructionism which views Judaism as a religious civilization.
According to Dr. Mordecai M. Kaplan, the reconstructionist advo
cates the "reconstruction" of Judaism based upon the rethinking
of its fundamental ideas, which will result in the development of
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a unified Jewish philosophy adapted to life in the United States
where all positive Jewish values will have their place.

As

Kaplan (in Pilch 1943, p. 18) stated:
To make Judaism what it should be, we must learn to
approach it neither as a supernaturally revealed law, nor
merely as an ethical monotheism, but as a religious civilization. As a religious civilization, it embraces the
entire gamut of social, creative, and spiritual selfexpression. Nothing Jewish should be alien to the Jew,
whether it be a National Homeland, the Hebrew language
and literature, ethical ideals, legal codes, artistic
productions or religious worship and observances . If
Judaism is to render Jewish life worthwhile, its program
should consist of community, culture, and religion. Com
munity is the social framework which would hold together
all Jews, however diverse in their religious outlook, who
are willing to help build the Jewish future . Culture is
a common universe of discourse, habits and creative as
pirations that enables a people to be like-minded. Re
ligion is the affirmative world outlook as it finds
expression in worship ritual. A Judaism in which these
three elements interact organically must be the goal of
all our strivings as a people .
Jacob Agus (1954) analyzed the contemporary trends in
American Judaism by describing the American spiritual climate
including the varied religio-cultural heritage of the Jewish
community and the processes of change which the component insti
tutions have undergone.
In his analysis of American Orthodoxy, Agus (1954,
p. 20) stated that this branch of Judaism has yet to mature or
to assume a definite cast of thought or pattern of practice;
"Orthodoxy has not yet settled down to the task of rendering an
intelligent account of itself in the American idiom of thought
and culture"; Orthodoxy is largely a matter of formalistic
dogma--"surface belief in the literal revelation of the Law."
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In contrast to Orthodoxy is the Reform movement which has
acquired a definitely American cast.

Reform Judaism was firmly

entrenched in many major American communities, supported by the
German-Jewish population.

A chasm began to grow between the

class-conscious German Jews and the immigrant eastern European
Jews who remained more traditional in their orientation. This
social cleavage between the two groups has been bridged somewhat
through the steady rise of Russian Jews to affluence and influ
ence and the "mixed marriages" between the two groups.
The Conservative element was the last to appear on the
American scene. Its creation was brought about by the swelling
tide of eastern European immigrants and the social gulf that
existed between the Reform and Orthodox communities which became
increasingly wider and impassible for many. Conservative Judaism
was essentially an attempt to assist the eastern European Jews
to achieve their own synthesis of tradition and modernism.
Glazer (1957) in American Judaism described the three
branches of Judaism in terms of settlement patterns.

The ghetto,

once thriving with Orthodoxy, is deserted today in all but a few
large cities . The Orthodoxy of these first settlement neighbor
hoods, according to Glazer, for the most part did not have a
lasting effect on the children of the immigrants. Yet in one of
these areas of first settlement, Williamsburg in Brooklyn, an
overwhelming Orthodox revival has taken place due to an already
Orthodox population augmented by the influx of Jewish refugees

among them the Hasidim, the enthusiastic and mystical sect
founded in eastern Europe in the nineteenth century. This Ortho
dox group has successfully established their old life style in a
small area. Unlike other ethnic groups, the children do not at
tend public school but rather attend private all-day schools
established by the Orthodox community.
Another unique feature of the Williamsburg community is
its ability to attract "converts" among young Jews from other
than Orthodox backgrounds.

What Glazer (1957, p, 146) considered

unique is the fact that the return to the faith in Judaism means
. the return to the holy community, which is made holy not
because it is Jewish but because it lives under God's law."
In the areas of second settlement in the large cities the
synagogue that prevailed was the Orthodox, although slightly
modified.

There would also be synagogue congregations that

called themselves "Conservative" and often a Reform temple left
over by the German-Jewish population that once resided there.
Glazer cited that in the area of third settlement—the upper
class residential neighborhoods of the larger cities and the
affluent of the smaller—the Reform temple predominated with the
Conservative synagogue competing for membership.

Among the af

fluent, the Orthodox constituted a small majority.

In the

smaller cities and towns the areas of second and third settle
ment tended to be indistinct.
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Marshall Sklare's (1955) extensive study, Conservative
Judaism, examined congregational differences in light of two key
concepts, that of mobility and acculturation.

According to

Sklare, rapid mobility has been characteristic of the Jewish
group as a whole rather than as an individual phenomenon.

This

rapid mobility has caused a public whose level of acculturation
has made them feel estranged from Orthodoxy. Sklare hypothesized
that a more gradual mobility might have resulted in an Orthodoxy
able to adjust itself to new needs without having to make too
great a break with the past. Those who become guardians of
Orthodoxy, stated Sklare (1955, p. 28), are "elderly individuals
who have been successful economically but whose main socializa
tion took place in another culture--and thus upon whom the Ameri
can acculturative process had less impact--as well as those left
behind in the mobility process . . . ." Sklare further reiter
ated the need for a new system brought about when social mobility
produces high acculturation.

He (1955, p. 28) offered two direc

tions for reorganization:
1. Continuation, reinvigoration, or reformulation of
selected elements in the system which fulfill cer
tain continuing needs and which do not conflict
seriously with American norms.
2. The growth of new functions born within and outside
of the old institutional framework.
The new system, according to Sklare, manifests the transition
from a sacred system to a subcultural one.
lems inherent in the transition.

There are many prob

They are manifested by
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conflicts between the first and second generation, by institu
tional disequilibrium, and by "religious disequilibrium."

It was

Sklare's contention that Conservative Judaism is one of the re
sults of the organization-disorganization-reorganization cycle
that American Judaism has been through.
In the theoretical review of the literature which follows
aspects of the process of revitalization will be clarified and
emphasized.
The literature pertaining to theological differences be
tween the three branches of Judaism is more than adequate but
will not be mentioned here because it is not the focus of this
research.
Theoretical Literature
The previous reviews of historical and congregational
literature have led to the development of the model (Figure 4,
page 16) which depicts the revitalization process of the United
States Jewish culture. In analyzing this a single value--education--the cultural persistence of this value can be traced.
In Chapter 1 the author referred to two models of accul
turation.

Burger's (1968) model presented the notion of syncre

tism as the fjsion of elements from the traditional folk culture
and the dominant culture to form a new culture wherein the in
dividual tends to be "boxed" within the syncretic culture.
Madsen's (1964) model manifested the stages of acculturation from
folk culture to the dominant culture pattern lineally with the

middle point representing the value conflict between the two
cultures in which the individual tends to compartmentalize his
life.

Madsen's model leaves room for more freedom of movement

from within the range of acculturation and also may be more
threatening to the participant.
Religious pluralism or what has been referred to as the
"triple melting pot" theory plays an important role in the speed
of the acculturation process and the alteration of the individ
ual's world view.

According to Kennedy (1944), Herberg (1955),

Blatzdell (1969), and others, the "triple melting pot" has meant
the restructuring of America into three communities with re
ligious labels to replace the single melting pot theory of
assimilation. The "triple melting pot" has allowed the Jewish
third generation, secure in its Americanness, to recover its past
and to give itself some context of self-identification and social
location in the larger society.

A review of literature pertain

ing to the "triple melting pot" theory follows later in this
section.
Within the framework of the dominant American culture
Spindler (1959) has noted a shift in value orientation from
"traditional" to "emergent" values. One such manifestation of
the conflicts inherent in value orientation among American Jewry
is the presence of a revitalization process wherein some second
and third generation American Jews have made a conscious return
to the traditional values of the past. A complete discussion of
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how the revitalization process affects the Orthodox, Conserva
tive, and Reform communities, can be found in Chapter 1.
The studies pertaining to revitalization or "nativism"
include one by Ralph Linton (1943, p. 230) who defined nativistic
movements as ". . . any conscious, organized attempt on the part
of a society's members to revive or perpetuate selected aspects
of its culture."

His study indicated that the efforts to per

petuate become conscious when its own existence feels threatened
and such consciousness becomes a by-product of acculturation
phenomena.

He further stated that nativistic movements are con

cerned with particular elements of culture never with cultures
as a whole. Linton differentiated among nativistic movements
by referring to two specific forms of nativism:

revivalistic

nativism being the attempt to revive extinct or at least moribund
elements of culture; and perpetuative nativism, an attempt to
perpetuate current elements of culture. The common denominator
involved in the rise of nativistic movements is a situation of
inequality between the societies in contact.
p. 234) stated:

As Linton (1943,

"Such inequalities may derive either from the

attitudes of the societies involved or from actual situations of
dominance and submission."

He mentioned that in societies that

are not homogeneous, nativistic tendencies will be manifested
most strongly by those occupying a favored position and feel
this position threatened by culture change.

Linton stated that

such is the case with many immigrant groups in America:

those
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who had achieved high status in European society seek to per
petuate the patterns in that society by means of a rational
nativism while those who were of a lower status attempt to be
come Americanized as best they can.
Spindler (1963) suggested four adaptive patterns that
emerge from a conflict in value systems as a result of culture
change. One response is represented by the "reaffirmative tra
ditionalist" who feels greatly threatened in his confrontation
with a sharply disjunctive value system.

He seeks refuge in the

secure milieu of his established values. But something has
changed. His return to his "native state" has been motivated by
threat so he overcompensates and rigidifies the original system
in a reaction formation culturally terms "nativistic
reaffirmation."
A second adaptive response is represented by the individ
ual who is confronted by a value system acutely disjunctive from
his own, who feels personally threatened, but adapts by overcompensating in the direction of the new system. Spindler (1963)
has terms his response as the "compensatory emergentist
A third pattern is manifested by the individual who en
counters the conflict of value systems and superficially inter
nalizes parts of both but does not rework them into any meaningful
systhesis. This mixed type has been termed the "vacillator."
The last alternative is the "adjusted" individual who
enters the acculturative situation with the capacity for

adjustment to differences in values and conflicts between them.
Not being threatened by the conflict, he is able to re-combine
aspects from both systems into a creatively coherent synthesis.
Wallace's study Culture and Personality further illus
trates the notion of revitalization.
defined it as follows:

He (1961, pp. 143-144)

"... a deliberate, ©rganized attempt

by some members of a society to construct a more satisfying cul
ture by rapid acceptance of a pattern of multiple innovations."
According to Wallace, revitalization in a culture is the fourth
period in the process of cultural disruption following the
period of the steady state, the period of increased individual
stress, and that of cultural distortion. The revitalization
process is necessary if the culture is to survive after these
previous periods and depends largely on the completion of the
following functions:

formulation of a code, communication, or

ganization, adaptation, cultural transformation, and routinization. If completed, the movement's original function shifts
from an innovative function to one of maintenance.
It was Wallace's (1961, p. 151) contention that if the
movement is religiously-oriented, such as is the case among some
second and third generation American Jews, what remains is "the
cult or church that preserves and reworks the code, and maintains,
through ritual and myth, the public awareness of the history and
values that brought forth the new culture."
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The "principle of third generation interest" or what has
been referred to as "Hansen's Law" helps to explain the revitali
zation process occurring among many immigrant groups in the
United States and especially the Jewish group. In Hansen's
(1938) study of third generation Americans of immigrant grand
parents he described the revitalization or "return movement" that
they undergo as follows;

the third generation, secure in its

Americanness, attempts to return to its heritage so as to give
itself a "name" or context of self-identification and social lo
cation in the larger society. "Hansen's Law" stated that "what
the son wishes to forget the grandson wishes to remember."
What he can "remember" is not so much the foreign language nor
European culture of his grandfather but rather his religion--a
religion adapted to the American life style yet "retraditionalized ."
A study by Sherman (1954) indicated that the first and
second generation American Jews followed the common immigrant
pattern:

foreignness and a compulsive effort to overcome this

foreignness and become American.

The third generation, however,

instead of submerging their Jewishness, began to reassert their
identify and reaffirm their ethnicity. What the third generation
returned to was their religion which was simultaneously a return
to ethnic Jewishness. The dual meaning of "Jewish," including
both ethnic group and religion, made the return movement of the
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third generation into a source of new strength and activity for
the American Jewish community.
Other studies have come to similar conclusions. Speaking
of Norwegian immigrants, W. Lloyd Warner (1952, p. 139) in
Structure of American Life wrote:

"As the first and second gen

eration of American-born children have grown up, there is in
creasing replacement of ethnic symbols by religious symbols."
Marshall Sklare (1955, p. 134) in his study of Conserva
tive Judaism in the United States cited similar findings:

"In

our society, religion is a socially accepted way of perpetuating
group differences"; it follows that "... not only does the
synagogue need the ethnicity of Jewry for its self-maintenance,
but that many Jews feel that they require the synagogue if Jewish
distinctiveness is to be preserved."
One of the earliest studies dealing with the literature
pertaining to the "triple melting pot" theory is Ruby Jo
Kennedy's (1944) investigation of intermarriage trends in New
Haven from 1870 to 1940. She found that ethnic endogamy began
to relax in the selection of marriage partners while religious
endogamy persisted during the years in question. Her findings
indicated that cultural (i.e., ethnic) lines were fading, but
religious barriers held strong. It is her conclusion that the
religious factor occurring through intermarriage reinforced the
"triple melting pot" theory of assimilation to replace the tra
ditional "single melting pot" with Roman Catholicism,

Protestantism, and Judaism serving as the three fundamental bul
warks. Her study further predicted that a triple religious
cleavage rather than a ultilinear nationality cleavage would
characterize future American society.
Hollingshead came to similar conclusions in his study of
the selection of marriage mates. He based his study on the
factors of race, age, ethnic origin, religion, and class. His
(1950, p. 622) findings indicated that religion divided the
Caucasian population into three "pools":

"... persons in the

Jewish pool in 97.1 percent of the cases married within their
own group; the percentage was 93.8 for Catholics, and 74.4 for
Protestants."
John Thomas (1951) in a similar study investigating the
role of religion in the selection of mates offered some objec
tions to the findings of Kennedy and Hollingshead, particularly
concerning intermarriage among Catholics, but the basic thesis
still remains that the three religious subdivisions in American
society increasingly arrange the way in which many Americans or
ganize their social life.
An extensive study of the "triple melting pot" theory
can be found in Will Herberg's Protestant-Catholic-Jew. He
(1955, p. 57) suggested the terminology "transmuting pot" to re
place "melting pot" since in each religious community there
emerges a "new man," cast and recast along the lines of the
"American" ideal type:

"It is general conformity to this ideal
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type that makes us all Americans, just as it is the diversity of
the religious community that gives us our distinctive place in
American society."
Blatzdell's (1969) study of the "triple melting pot" and
the Protestant Establishment reiterated the same basic hypothesis
but added a new dimension, the social stratification of the
"triple melting pot."

Within each of the three religious com

munities there are several class levels. Mobility within these
class systems is one of the major instruments of assimilation.
According to Blatzdell (1969, p. 311), a curious phenomenon oc
curs at the top or "elite" level:
. . . there is, at the same time, constant pressure
at the top levels of leadership today, which is in
creasingly composed of hyphenated Americans of the third
generation, to assimilate all talented and powerful men,
regardless of their origins or religious convictions,
into the main stream of traditional authority by ulti
mately rewarding them with dignity, security . . . .
The third generation at most class levels tends to return to
their ethnic and religious roots . There is a reversal of this
trend, however, at the "elite" level due to the persistence of
what Blatzdell called the "Anglo-Saxon Ideal" and its influence
on non-Protestant aspirants.
Summary
This chapter has presented a review of related literature
pertaining to the importance of the value of education in the
Jewish culture. The literature has shown: (1) its role in the

historical tradition of the Jewish people, (2) its persistence
in each of the three congregations, and (3) its basis as a theo
retical model for this study.

CHAPTER 3
RESEARCH PROCEDURES
The procedures used to study the differences in attitude
toward education between enclaved and non-enclaved Jewish parents
can be described in six sections:
1.

The Jewish population of New Bedford, Massachusetts.

2.

The Jewish population of Tucson, Arizona.

3.

The sample population of the study.

4.

Methodology of the study.

5.

Instrumentation of the study.

6.

Treatment of the data.
During December 1974 and February 1975 the respondents

in the two communities were contacted and the questionnaires were
administered.

At that time all respondents were informed that

the anonymity of the participants would be preserved.
In order to gain an understanding of the nature of the
two communities, a brief history of each will, be presented here.
The Jewish Population
of New Bedford'
In New Bedford, the Jewish population is presently con
centrated into a residential area known as the "West End," which
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represents the formation of a second residential enclave within
the community.

This area extends north to Union Street eight

blocks, south to Allen Street eight blocks, west on Brownell
Avenue 12 blocks, and east on Cottage Street 12 blocks (Barnet
1974).

Another area of concentrated Jewish population is semi-

suburban North Dartmouth and South Dartmouth where prestigious
Jewish neighborhoods have grown up in the last 10 years.
areas are Idlewild, Tucker Road, and Slocum Road.

Such

The homes in

both the "West End" and Dartmouth areas are one-family houses.
Those areas in which few are no Jews reside include the
"South End" which was the location of their original first set
tlement enclave.

Today it is a center of population for many

Portuguese, Cape Verdeans, and Puerto Ricans.

Another area in

which few Jews live is the northern perimeter of the West End
which is a generally black population center.

The "North End"

of New Bedford has a predominately Portuguese immigrant and
French Canadian population.
The Jewish areas in Dartmouth are very discrete and do
not go beyond the boundaries of the Jewish neighborhoods.

Few

or no Jews are found in the agricultural sections of Dartmouth
and also in an area called Padanarem which is strictly oldfamily Yankee and Portuguese-American.
The reason for the enclaved area in New Bedford is at
tributed to the pattern of Jewish immigration which began in
1871 with the arrival of seven Jewish families from

Lithuania (Barnet 1974).

In 1878 relatives and friends of these

original families began to arrive in New Bedford.

During the

1880's more Jewish immigrants settled there but as whole parts of
their original Lithuanian "shtetls."

Even today it is not un

common for older Jews to refer to each other as "Litvaks,"
Lithuanian Jews.
Other Jews who had originally settled in larger urban
areas, such as Boston and New York, later migrated to New Bedford
attracted by the textile industry.
to as "The New Yorkers."

This group is often referred

Over a generation's residence in the

community has not removed this tag.

They arrived 40 years ago

and were of both Ashkenazic and Sephardic ancestry.

The latter

constitute the core of the Sephardic population to be found in
New Bedford.

The "New Yorkers" settled in the already estab

lished Jewish neighborhoods and strengthened the enclave that
existed there.

Since then, new arrivals of Jewish families to

New Bedford are few, possibly due to an economic decline in the
area.

Those that settle there, though, inevitably choose the

"West End" or Dartmouth areas in which to live.
Three synagogues exist in New Bedford.

The Orthodox

congregation, Avath Achim, and the Conservative, Tifereth Israel,
are located within the enclave community.

The recent establish

ment of a Reform congregation, Temple Sinai, is yet in the first
stages of development and has not attracted a considerable mem
bership.

Most Jews who live in New Bedford are affiliated with

one of the three congregations.
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No Hebrew day school exists in New Bedford.

Those in

terested in Jewish parochial education must be bused to Provi
dence, Rhode Island, a distance of 30 miles.

At present very

few children from New Bedford are attending the day school in
Providence.

The Conservative syngagogue maintains a large, after

public school hours Hebrew school which serves all the congrega
tions in the community.
The occupational distribution of New Bedford Jews lies
in the professional, proprietor and manager, and businessmen
categories.

Many of their occupations are related to the tex

tile industry.
The Jewish population of New Bedford is estimated to be
3,500 people (American Jewish Yearbook 1972).
The Jewish Population
of Tucson
In contrast to New Bedford, the Jewish population of
Tucson is dispersed throughout the city.

There is no specific

area of residential concentration as in many other American
cities wherein the Jewish population is found in one or more con
tiguous zones of residence.
Unlike New Bedford, this seems to be part of a trend
among second and third generation Jews, such as in Tucson, to
move away from enclaved neighborhoods.

In reference to defining

the boundaries of Jewish neighborhoods, many studies include
statements similar to this:
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. . . there is no section in town which could prob
ably be designated as Jewish, although a few streets, or
rather parts of streets, show a slight concentration of
Jewish residences . . . one part of Pacific Street
[Minneapolis!, where the Jews concentrated in the early
days of settlement, is still considered Jewish in char
acter, not because of its Jewish residences, but because
a goodly number of shops catering to the Jewish trade
are located there . . . (Koenig 1942, p. 233).
Gilbert Kushner in his 1958 study of the Jewish community
of Tucson found this to be the case.

Like New Bedford, a "Jewish

neighborhood" existed at one time in the Sixth Street area, be
tween Park and Fremont Avenues.

But it was Kushner's contention

that as Tucson grew, and the general population spread from its
original center at Stone Avenue, the Jewish population followed
suit.
Today in Tucson the same trend in residential dispersion
occurs among the Jewish population.

Most Jews in Tucson reside

in the northeast and northwest parts of the city.

There are

many Jews living in the Craycroft and Fifth Street area where
the new Anshei Israel Synagogue is located.

Another area of

concentration is Casas Adobes, specifically Suffolk and Cobo
Hills.

A large apartment complex at 8111 Broadway, Villa

Serenas, is the home of 100 Jewish families (Kaufmann 1974).
There are few or no Jews living in the Mexican and black
centers of population in the southern and western parts of the
city.
The explanation for the wide dispersion of Jewish resi
dence in Tucson points to the idiosyncratic nature of migration
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to Tucson.

Unlike the large numbers of immigrants who settled

in New Bedford in the late nineteenth century, Jews have arrived
in Tucson by nuclear family units, often because of health rea
sons, rather than as whole parts of "shtetls," as was the case in
New Bedford.

Kushner (1958) also contended that the Jews set

tling in Tucson were unlike the early immigrants who preferred
to live in close contact with one another.

Many of the migrants

to Tucson had already lived in Jewish enclaves elsewhere for many
years, and this could possibly account for their residential
preferences in Tucson.
There are three synagogue congregations in Tucson. They
are the Orthodox, Young Israel, the Conservative, Anshei Israel,
and the Reform, Temple Emmanu-el.

All are well established and

maintain a considerable membership.

The three are also to be

found in their second location in Tucson, having moved to where
the Jewish population has established itself residentially.
There exists in Tucson a Hebrew day school, the Tucson
Hebrew Academy, with an enrollment of 60 children.

It is lo

cated at the Anshei Israel complex, but is independent of that
congregation and gathers its students from all the congregations
in Tucson.

From most recent indications, its enrollment and

community interest are growing.
The Conservative and Reform congregations provide after
public school hours Hebrew school instruction which is completely
independent of the day school.
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The occupational distribution of Tucson Jews is similar
to that of New Bedford with a heavy concentration in the profes
sional, proprietor and manager, and businessmen categories.
The Jewish population of Tucson is estimated at 7,000 by
the American Jewish Yearbook of 1972.

However, a more recent

estimate has been set at 10,000 (Kaufmann 1974).
The Sample Population
of the Study
The participants of the study were 120 Jewish parents,
60 from New Bedford and 60 from Tucson.

The 60 participants in

each community were further divided sexually (30 mothers and 30
fathers) and congregationally (20 Orthodox, 20 Conservative, and
20 Reform).

In each congregation there was an even distribution

of mothers and fathers—10 of each.

The participants were ran

domly selected and therefore were not in most cases spouses.
Converts to Judaism were not included in the sample as the gene
rational factor would not apply in their case.

Residents of

either community of less than five years were excluded.

This was

done so as to avoid skewing the data that might result from the
responses of a recently arrived participant who had not lived in
the community long enough to have acquired an enclaved or nonenclaved orientation, and because of the difficulty of finding a
sufficient population of parents in Tucson who had resided there
for over five years.

Methodology of the Study
This study investigated attitudes of Jewish parents
toward education in an enclaved Jewish community and a nonenclaved Jewish community.

The following steps were taken to

implement the study:
1.

Random sampling was undertaken from master lists fur
nished by the three Jewish congregations in each communi
ty to select the sample population of the study.

2.

The potential participant was contacted by telephone and
asked for his or her cooperation in this research study.
An interview was scheduled.

3.

A scheduled meeting was conducted at a time and in a set

ting convenient for the participant.

The respondent read

the questionnaire carefully and responded to each item.
4.

The Warner-Meeker-Eeels Revised Scale for Rating Occupa
tion was utilized to estimate the relative social posi
tion of the participants in the study.

5.

The Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS),
an integrated system of computer programs for the analy
sis of social science data available at The University
of Arizona Computer Center, was used for the processing
and statistical treatment of much of the data.

This

package included factor analysis utilizing Varimax Rota
tion, and Kaiser Normalization, reliability coefficient
alpha, and multiple regression analysis.
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Instrumentation of the Study
A questionnaire was specifically designed since no exist
ing instrument was suited for the particular needs of the study.
The purpose of the questionnaire was to obtain an indica
tion of the attitudes held by Jewish parents in regard to educa
tion and the degree to which revitalization phenomena is occurring
in the enclaved and non-enclaved community.
The questionnaire consists of two sections;

the Personal

Data Inventory (Appendix A) and the Educational Attitude Inven
tory (Appendix A).
The Personal Data Inventory includes the categories of
sex, age, generation, level of schooling, religious affiliation,
frequency of synagogue attendance, socio-economic status, marital
status, number of children place of birth, mother and father's
place of birth, ancestry, length of residence in the community,
and linguistic background.
The Educational Attitude Inventory was devised by combin
ing attitude statements from the Medinnus parent Attitude Toward
Education Scale (Medinnus 1962) and the Kerlinger Attitude Toward
Education Scale (in Jordan 1968) plus several attitude statements
especially devised to treat the special features of the study,
such as religious education and Jewish parochial education.
The Medinnus Parent Attitude Toward Education Scale includes
statements covering general attitudes toward education, such
as parent's attitude toward his own education experience, the

parent's attitude toward willingness to support the school in
matters of discipline, policy, administration and finance, and
the parent's evaluation of the importance of education. The
Kerlinger Attitude Toward Education Scale measures attitudes
toward educational progressivism and educational traditionalism.
Attitudes toward the Jewish features of the study were measured
by statements relating to the respondent's degree of religious
commitment and his attitudes toward traditionalism in Jewish
education.
The form of the attitude statements was structured and
contained indirect statements in which answers to specific atti
tudes were sought.
A modified Likert scale was employed to measure the par
ticipant's response to the statements.
possible response included:
and disagree strongly.

The four categories of

agree strongly, agree, disagree,

A neutral point was not given.

The questionnaire was completed by the respondent in the
presence of the researcher.

The researcher remained silent dur

ing the administration of the questionnaire.
During the administration of the questionnaire, the par
ticipants appeared interested and enthusiastic, perhaps because
the parents were anxious to relate their views on education and
their own past educational experiences.
The major reasons for the use of the questionnaire were:
(1) it suited the purpose of the study, which was to obtain the
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parents' attitudes toward education and (2) some participants
answer more thoughtfully on a paper and pencil questionnaire than
in a face-to-face situation (Strang 1949).
Treatment of the Data
The data were first analyzed descriptively to furnish an
overall view of the sample.

Such variables as sex, age, reli

gious affiliation, generation, level of schooling, were described.
A specific analysis of the variables was undertaken and then a
comparison was made between the enclaved and non-enclaved popula
tion by means of frequency and percentages.
The second procedure was factor analysis.

This was per

formed to verify if the factors determined in advance (attitude
toward own educational experience, attitude toward the importance
of education, etc.) were, in actuality, separate factors.
The coefficient alpha was calculated to determine the
reliability of the subscales.
Multiple regression analysis was performed on the estab
lished factors to determine the proportion of variance for which
each variable could account.
Summary
In order to determine the differences in attitude toward
education between enclaved and non-enclaved Jewish parents, the
following populations and methods were described in this
chapter.

1.

The Jewish population of New Bedford, Massachusetts.

2.

The Jewish population of Tucson, Arizona.

3.

The sample population of the study.

4.

Methodology of the study.

5.

Instrumentation of the study.

6.

Treatment of the data.
The statistical analysis of data and the testing of hy

potheses of the study are presented in Chapter 4.

CHAPTER 4
PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA
The problem addressed in this study was to determine the
attitudes of Jewish parents toward education in an enclaved and
non-enclaved community and to ascertain the degree, if any, of
revitalization phenomena occurring in these communities. In
order to accomplish these purposes, data were collected relevant
to these factors and comparisons were made between the two groups.
The data are presented in this chapter.
Description of the Population
The population consisted of 60 parents from the enclaved
community, New Bedford, Massachusetts, of which 30 were male and
30 were female, and 60 parents from the non-enclaved community,
Tucson, Arizona. The 60 parents in each community were further
divided congregationally:

20 Orthodox (10 male and 10 female),

20 Conservative (10 male and 10 female), and 20 Reform (10 male
and 10 female). Information related to their age, marital status,
generation in the United States, ancestry, and family size is
shown in Table 1.
As may be noted in Table 1, differences between the en
claved and non-enclaved parents are not apparent in the categories
60
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Table 1. Parents Classified by Age, Marital Status, Generation
in the United States, Ancestry, and Family Size
Enclaved
(N=60)
FrePerquency centage

Category
Age
21-29
30-39
40-49
50-59
60 or above

-

Marital Status
Married
Divorced
Separated
Widowed
Generation in U. S.
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
Ancestry
Ashkenazic
Separdic
tmily Size:
Children
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

-

Non-Enclaved
(N=60)
FrePerquency centage
5
7
12
14
22
60

8.3
11.7
20.0
23.3
36.7
100.0

51
3

85.0
5.0

5
22
16
17
60

8.3
36.7
26.7
28.3
100.0

54
2
1
3
60

90.0
3.3
1.7
5.0
100.0

6
6U

10.0
100.0

6
32
22

.0
10,
53,.3
36,
.7

18
26
16

30,.0
43.3
26.7

60

100,
.0

60

100.0

56
4
60

93.3
6.7
100.0

58
2
60

96.7
3.3
100.0

8
27
16
9

13.3
45.0
26.7
15.0

11
24
17
6
1

18.3
40.0
28.3
10.0
1.7

-

-

-

-

Number

:

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

60

100.0

1
60

1.7
100.0
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of age, marital status, ancestry, and family size. Thirty per
cent of the non-enclaved parents were first generation as opposed
to only 10% of the enclaved parents.
Educational Background
Parents' level of schooling is presented in Table 2. As
may be noted, there were great similarities at most levels.
Slight differences can be noted between those who had completed
an eighth grade education in both communities.

Ten percent of

the non-enclaved parents had completed the eighth grade as op
posed to 1.7% of the enclaved parents.
Frequency of Attendance
at Religious Service
Data related to the frequency of the parents' attendance
at religious service are shown in Table 3. Differences between
the two groups are apparent among those attending religious
service weekly. In the enclaved community 23.3% attended on a
weekly basis while 8.3% attended weekly in the enclaved
community.
Parents' Place of Birth
As may be noted in Table 4, differences exist between the
percentages of those American-born and those foreign-born in the
two communities. While only 10.1% of the parents in the enclaved
population were born outside of the United States, almost 30% of
the non-enclaved parents were foreign-born.

Among the
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Table 2. Parents' Level of Schooling

Category
Completed 8th grade

Enclaved
(N=60)
FrePerquency centage

Non-Enclaved
(N=60)
FrePerquency centage

1

1.7

6

10.0

22

36.7

20

33.3

9

15.0

11

18.3

College graduate

15

25.0

11

18.3

Completed graduate school

13
60

21.7
100.1-

12
60

20.0
99.9*

Completed high school
Completed 2 years beyond
high school

*Round off error.

Table 3. Parents' Frequency of Attendance at Religious Service

Frequency of
Attendance

Enclaved
(N~60)
Fre
Per
quency centage

Non-Enclaved
(N=:60)
Fre
Per
quency centage

Daily

8

13.3

6

10.0

Weekly

5

8.3

14

23.3

Monthly

25

41.7

18

30.0

Three times a year
(High Holidays)

22

36.7

18

30.0

60

100.0

4
60

6.7
100.0

Never
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Table 4. Parents' Place of Birth

State or Country

Enclaved
(N=60)
FrePerquency centage

Non-Enclaved
(N=60)
FrePerquency centage

State
Massachusetts
Rhode Island
New Hampshire
New York
New Jersey
Maryland
Pennsylvania
Oregon
Ohio
Illinois
North Dakota
Arizona
Minnesota
Missouri
Wisconsin
California
Michigan

31
3
1
13
2
2
1
1
54

51.7
5.0
1.7
21.7
3.3
3.3
1.7
1.7
90.0

4
1
1
6

6.7
1.7
1.7
9.1

60

100.0

15
2

25.0
3.3

4

6.7

4
8
1
1
1
1
2
1
2
42

6.7
13.3
1.7
1.7
1.7
1.7
3.3
1.7
3.3
70.1

3

5.0

2
3
3
2
2
2
1
18

3.3
5.0
5.0
3.3
3.3
3.3
1.7
29.9

60

100.0

Country
Russia
Turkey
Greece
Austria
Poland
Germany
Hungary
Czechkoslovakia
Canada
France
Total
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foreign-born in the enclaved community only three countries were
represented as opposed to eight in the non-enclaved community.
Furthermore, 98% of the New Bedford enclaved parents were
born in either New England or in the northeastern United States.
Four percent of the non-enclaved parents were born in the New
York-New Jersey-Pennsylvania area while the majority of those
remaining were from the midwestern part of the country. It is
also interesting to note that only 1.7% of the Tucson population
was born in Arizona while 51.7% of the New Bedford population
was born in Massachusetts .
National Origin
National origin is presented in Tables 5 and 6. There
are similarities in both communities between the percentages of
foreign-born and American-born parents of the participants. The
differences occur, however, in the actual birthplaces of the
participants' parents.

The majority of the American-born from

the enclaved community are from the New England-New York area
while participants' parents in the non-enclaved community come
from different parts of the country.
Those foreign-born parents of the participants in the
enclave are not from as widely a dispersed area in Europe as the
non-enclaved population.

Those of Ashkenazic ancestry in the

enclave originated from geographically adjacent areas in eastern
Europe and those of Sephardic ancestry were born in neighboring
countries of the Mediterranean.
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Table 5.

National Origin:
Mothers

State or Country

Place of :Birth of Participants'

Enclaved
(N:=60)
Fre
Per
quency centage

Non-Enclaved
(N=60)
Fre
Per
quency centage

State
Massachusetts
Rhode Island
Connecticut
New York
New Jersey
Pennsylvania
Ohio
Illinois
Kentucky
Michigan
Wisconsin
Minnesota

7
1
1
5
-

11.6
1.7
1.7
8.3
-

-

-

1

1.7

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

15

24.0

24
3
6
6

40.0
5.0
10.0
10.0

_

_

-

-

-

-

6
1
1
2
1
1
1
2
1
16

10.0
1.7
1.7
3.3
1.7
1.7
1.7
3.3
1.7
26.8

21
3
9
1
1
4
1

35.0
5.0
15.0
1.7
1.7
6.7
1.7

Country
Russia
Austria
Poland
Lithuania
Germany
Hungary
Czechslovakia
Latvia
Roumania
Turkey
Greece
France
Total
*Round off error.

-

-

-

-

-

-

1
1
2
2

1.7
1.7
3.3
3.3

-

-

-

-

1
2

1.7
3.3

-

75

75.0

1
46

60

100.0

60

-

1.7
73.5
100.3*
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Table 6.

National Origin:
Fathers

State or Country

Place of Birth of Participants'

Enclaved
(N=:60)
Fre
Per
quency centage

Non-Enclaved
(N-:60)
FrePer
quency centage

State
Massachusetts
Rhode Island
New Hampshire
New York
New Jersey
Pennsylvania
Ohio
Illinois
Kentucky
Michigan
Wisconsin
Minnesota
Oregon

10
2
1
5

16.7
3.3
1.7
8.3

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

1
19

1.7
21.7

22
2
4
6

36.7
6.7
6.7
10.0

—

_

-

-

-

-

4
1
1
2
1
1
1
2
1

6.7
1.7
1.7
3.3
1.7
1.7
1.7
3.3
1.7

-

-

14

23.5

21
3
9
1
2
4
2
2

35.0
5.0
15.0
1.7
3.3
6.7
3.3
3.3

Country
Russia
Austria
Poland
Lithuania
Germany
Hungary
Czechkoslovakia
Turkey
Greece
Roumania
France
Scotland
Total
"Round off error.

-

-

-

-

-

-

2
2

3.3
3.3

-

-

-

-

-

-

1
1

1.7
1.7

-

-

1
41

1.7
68.4

46

76.7

60

100.1*

60

100 .2*
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There is no such pattern of geographical adjacency among
parents of participants residing in the non-enclaved community.
Countries of origin include all of eastern Europe as well as
France and Greece.
Linguistic Background
In Table 7 the majority of the two groups spoke English
only at home, 80% in the enclave and 65% in the non-enclaved com
munity. The percentages for English and Yiddish are also simi
lar.

There was greater diversity of languages spoken in the

non-enclaved community due to the variety in national origin.
Length of Residence
Table 8 presents the length of parents' residence in the
two communities.

As may be noted, the upper limits of length of

residence differ greatly, 76 years for New Bedford as opposed to
43 years for Tucson. The percentages also indicate a peak migra
tion to Tucson 15-16 years ago as well as 26 years ago.

The New

Bedford percentages show sporadic new arrivals to the community,
unlike the steady stream of new residents to Tucson.
Parents' ethnic ancestry is presented in Table 9.

As may

be noted, the percentages are similar with heavy concentrations
of those of Ashkenazic ancestry in both communities.

Further

analysis of data related to ancestry was not undertaken because
of the heavily weighted Ashkenazic population.
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Table 7.

Parents' Linguistic Background

Language
Spoken at Home

Enclaved
(N=60)
FrePerquency centage

Non-Enclaved
(N=60)
FrePerquency centage

48

80.0

39

65.0

English and Yiddish

9

15.0

9

13.3

English and Ladino

1

1.7

1

1.7

English and Hebrew

1

1.7

2

3.3

English and other

-

-

2

3.3

English, Hebrew, and other

-

-

1

1.7

English, Yiddish, and Hebrew

-

-

2

3.3

English, Yiddish, and other

-

-

4

6.7

-

-

1

1.7

1.7

-

-

English only

English, Yiddish, Hebrew,
and other
Ladino and other

_1

Total

60
*Round off error.

100.1*

60

100.0
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Table 8. Parents' Length of Residence in Community

Number of Years

Enclaved
(N=60)
FrePerquency centage

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

2
2
_
2
2
2

3.3
3.3
3.3

1
1
1
1
1
3

1.7
1.7
1.7
1.7
1.7
5.0

21

-

22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45

3
1
1
2
2

5.0
1.7
1.7
3.3
3.3

1
_
1
2
2
1
2
3
2
2
-

1.7
_
1.7
3.3
3.3
1.7
3.3

"

3.3
-

Non-Enclaved
(N=60)
FrePerquency centage
6
2

10.0
3.3

2
2
2
4

3.3
3.3
3.3
6.7

5
5
2
4
2
2

8.3
8.3
3.3
6.7
3.3
3.3

1
2
1
2
5
1
1
2
1
!
1
1
1
1

1.7
3.3
1.7
3.3
8.3
1.7
1.7
3.3
1.7

3.3

5.0

-

3.3
3.3

1

1<7

1.7
1.7
1.7
1.7

1.7
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Table 8, Continued

Number of Years
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61

Enclaved
(N=60)
FrePerquency centage
1
1

3.3
1.7
1.7

1
1O.

1.7
1.7

2

3.3
1.7
1.7

2

1
1

1.7

62

63
64
65
66
67

1
1
2

1

1.7
1.7
3 .3
1.7

68

69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76

1.7

Non-Enclaved
(N=60)
FrePerquency centage
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Table 9. Parents' Ancestry
Enclaved
(N=60)
FrePerquency centage

Ancestry
Ashkenazic
Sephardic
Total

Non-Enclaved
(N=60)
FrePerquency centage

56

93.3

58

96.7

4

6.7

2

3.3

60

100.0

60

100.0

Socio-Economic Status
As may be noted in Table 10, there is a more even dis
tribution in ratings 1, 2, and 3 of socio-economic status in the
non-enclaved community than in the enclaved. The latterTs per
centages indicate a heavy concentration in the first category
involving professionals and proprietors of businesses. As might
have been expected, there are more male retirees in Tucson than
in New Bedford. It is interesting to note that in both communi
ties there are very low percentages of males in the clerk and
similar worker, manual labor, and protective and service
categories.
Table 11 presents the socio-economic status of the female
populations in both communities.

Similarities are apparent in

the percentages of the eigth category, housewives, 50% in the
enclave and 60% in the non-enclaved community.

Most of the work

ing mothers in the study were involved in the third category-social workers, elementary school teachers, and librarians.
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Table 10. Socio-Economic Status:

Rating Assigned
to Occupation"

Male

Enclaved
(N=•60)
Fre
Per
quency centage

Non-Enclaved
(N==60)
Fre
Per
quency centage

0

4

6.7

9

15.0

1

17

28.3

10

16.7

2

18

30.0

10

16.7

3

9

15.0

10

16.7

4

5

8.3

4

6.7

5

-

-

3

5.0

6

-

-

-

-

7

-

-

-

-

8

-

-

-

-

9
Total

_7

11.7

14

23.3

60

100.0

60

100.1**

^Rating 0 means "No Spouse"; Rating 9 means "retired."
See Appendix B for Ratings 1 through 8 of specific categories—
Professional, Prioprietors and Managers, Business Men, Clerks
and Similar Workers, Manual Workers, Protective and Service
Workers.
**Round off error.

I
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Table 11. Socio-Economic Status:

Rating Assigned
to Occupation"

Total

Female

Enclaved
(N=60)
FrePerquency centage

Non-Enclaved
(N=60)
FrePerquency centage

0

2

3.3

-

-

1

3

5.0

1

1.7

2

3

5.0

7

11.7

3

14

23.3

10

16.7

4

6

10.0

3

5.0

5

1

1.7

1

1.7

6

-

-

-

-

7

-

-

-

-

8

30

50.0

36

60.0

9

_JL

1.7

2

3.3

60

100.0

60

100.1-"

"Rating 8 refers to "Housewife" category; for remainder
see footnote on Table 10.

Analysis of Construct Validity
The second statistical procedure performed was factor
analysis. It was undertaken to verify if the factors determined
in advance (attitude toward own educational experience and the
importance of education, attitude toward willingness to support
the school in finance, administration, and discipline, attitude
toward educational progressivism, attitude toward educational
traditionalism, attitude toward Jewish parochial education, and
attitude toward after public school hours Jewish religious educa
tion) were, in actuality, separate factors.
Factor analysis is important mainly because it is useful
in the explications of constructs.

According to Nunnally (1967),

the first step in the explication of constructs is to develop
measures of particular attributes which are thought to be re
lated to the construct. The next step is to correlate scores on
the different measures. The correlations are then analyzed to
determine whether (1) all measures are dominated by specific fac
tors, (2) all measures are dominated by one common factor, or
(3) the measures tend to break up into a number of common fac
tors. Factor analysis is a crucial aspect of construct valida
tion (Nunnally 1967).
Table 12 shows the results of the factor analysis per
formed on the items in the Educational Attitude Inventory
(Appendix A).
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Table 12.

Factor Analysis of Items in Educational Attitude
Inventory

Factor
1. Attitude toward own own educational
experience and the importance of
education
2.

Attitude toward willingness to sup
port the school in finance, admin
istration, and discipline

Item Number

1, 8, 11, 19, 22, 25

4, 14, 15, 22, 28

3. Attitude toward educational
progressivism

6, 12, 17, 23, 30

4. Attitude toward educational
traditionalism

2, 9, 14, 15, 20, 34

5.
6.

7.

Attitude toward Jewish parochial
education
Attitude toward after public school
hours Jewish religious education
(Hebrew school)

Attitude roward own Hebrew school
education

10, 16, 21, 29, 40

3, 5, 7, 10, 13, 16,
18, 27, 29, 31, 33,
35, 37
18, 31
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As a result of factor analysis, the following items were
determined to be weak and were therefore not included in further
analysis of the data:
24. The important thing is for children to be prepared, both
in the schools and at home, to live full and satisfying
lives of their own.
26. Discipline should be governed by long-range interests and
well-established standards.
32. In the public school they are not teaching reading as
well as they used to.
38. I believe there is too much emphasis on Christian holi
days in public schools .
Estimation of Reliability
The third statistical procedure performed in the study
was the calculation of the coefficient alphas to determine the
reliability of the subscales.
Because measurement error is an important issue in the
use of any measurement method, investigations of reliability
should be made when new measures, such as the Educational Atti
tude Inventory, are developed for use in an extensive study.
Estimates of reliability based on the average correlation
among items within a test are said to concern its "internal con
sistency." Coefficient alpha is the basic formula for determin
ing reliability based on internal consistency.
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Table 13 shows the coefficient alpha scores of the subscales of the Educational Attitude Inventory.
The coefficient alpha of the subscales related to Jewish
religious education, 5 and 6, were relatively high, indicating a
high degree of internal consistency among the items within each
subscale.
Subscales 1, 2, 3, and 4 were lower but still considered
significantly reliable.

Subscale 7 had a negative coefficient,

possible due to the small amount of items included in it. The
two items which made up subscale 7 were found to correlate highly
with subscale 6 and were therefore incorporated into that
measure.
Testing of the Hypotheses
The Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS),
an integrated system of computer programs for the analysis of
social science data, was used to analyze the data.

The computer

program utilized had the selected property of applying the desig
nated statistical procedure to the data and computing the level
of significance for that procedure.

The statistical procedure

selected as appropriate for the data provided in the present
study was multiple regression analysis for all the hypotheses.
Multiple regression programs can be written in several
ways.

For this program eight variables were introduced simul

taneously or at the same level. This allowed the computer to
designate which independent variable had the highest correlation

Table 13.

Coefficient Alphas Calculated to Determine the
Reliability of the Subscales

Variable
1.

2.

3.
4.
5.
6.

7.

Reliability
Coefficient Alpha

Attitude toward own educational
experience and :importance of
education

.64703

Attitude toward willingness to
support the school in finance,
administration, and discipline

.58476

Attitude toward educational
progressivism

.63163

Attitude toward educational
traditionalism

.52784

Attitude toward Jewish parochial
education

.78003

Attitude toward after public school
hours Jewish religious education
(Hebrew school)

.75424

Attitude toward own Hebrew school
education

-1.39810
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with each of the dependent variables in the study.

The computer

then continued to designate, in decreasing levels of signifi
cance, the variables that contributed most to the variance of the
dependent variable.

Variables that did not contribute signifi

cantly to the variance in each hypothesis were eliminated.
Hypothesis 1
There will be no significant differences between enclaved
and non-enclaved Jewish parents in regard to their attitude
toward their own educational experience and the importance of
education.
The hypothesis was tested at the .05 level of signifi
cance.
1.

From Table 14, the following should be noted:
The dependent variable of enclaved versus non-enclaved
residence was found to be highly significant at the .01
level of significance.

2.

The dependent variables of sex and level of schooling
were significant at the .05 level of significance.

3.

There were no significant differences in the dependent
variables of generation, age, religious affiliation
within Judaism, socio-economic status, and frequency of
attendance at religious service.

The dependent variable

of length of residence in the community, computed sep
arated, was also found to be insignificant.
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Table 14.

Multiple Regression Analysis of Parents' Attitude
Toward Own Educational Experience and the
Importance of Education

Dependent
Variable

Df

SS

Sig.

1

104.53

104.53

8.04

.01*

Generation

3

30.03

10.01

.77

N.S.

Sex

1

75.91

75.91

5.84

.05*

Level of schooling

4

154.16

38.54

2.96

.05*

Age

4

63.68

15.92

1.22

N.S.

Religious affiliation

3

31.97

10.66

.82

N.S.

SES

7

12.15

12.15

.93

N.S.

Frequency of religious
attendance

4

6.52

6.52

.50

N.S.

103

1339.84

13.00

"Significant at that level.
i

F

Encla ved/non-encla ved
residence

Residual

I

MS
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It should be noted that the mean scores of the parents'
attitudes toward their own educational experience and the im
portance of education were significantly higher for the enclaved
parents than for the non-enclaved parents, as Table 15 indicates.
This finding could be interpreted that the enclaved parents had
a higher degree of homogeneity in their educational backgrounds
than did the non-enclaved parents who were educated in diverse
parts of the United States and in many cases outside of this
country.
The mean scores for the same dependent variable were
significantly higher for women than men in both communities in
dicating that women had a more positive attitude toward their
own educational experience than men.
It should also be noted that the mean scores indicated
significant differences between parents of different levels of
schooling.

Parents who had completed two years of college or

university held the most positive attitude toward their own edu
cational experience and toward the importance of education while
those who had completed graduate school had the least positive
attitude toward the same variable.

The most probable explanation

for these findings was that those who had completed graduate
school had experienced all possible levels of the educational ex
perience and perhaps were in a better position to judge all lev
els within it.

Those who had completed only two years of college

or university held a different perspective from the graduate
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Table 15.

Comparison of Mean Scores of Parent's Attitudes
Toward Own Educational Experience and the
Importance of Education

Variable

Mean

Standard
Deviation

27.333
25.467

3.398
4.184

25.533
27.267

3.833
3.822

27.429
26.143

3.599
3.009

28.200

4.047

26.615
24.880

3.764
4.876

Residence
Enclaved
Non-enclaved
Sex
Male
Female
Level of Schooling
Completed 8th grade
Completed high school
Completed 2 years college or
university
Completed 4 years college or
university
Completed graduate school
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school group and might still have hopes of completing their edu
cation in the future.
The second most positive attitude toward this same vari
able was held by those possessing an eighth grade education.
Their highly positive attitude could be attributed to their age
and generation as most of them were first generation in the
United States and in the older age brackets.

Due to the pres

sures of immigrant hardships, they were unable to complete their
education yet still maintained until the present the traditional
orientation of "shtetl" culture which revered scholarship.
In summary, multiple regression analysis indicated that
there were significant differences between enclaved and nonenclaved Jewish parents in regard to their attitudes toward their
own educational experience and the importance of education.
Significant differences were also found among the dependent vari
ables of sex and parents' level of schooling.
Therefore, Hypothesis 1 was not supported.
Hypothesis 2
There will be no significant differences between enclaved
and non-enclaved Jewish parents in regard to their support of
the school in discipline, policy and administration, and
finance.
The hypothesis was tested at the .05 level of
significance.
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The multiple regression analysis of the independent vari
able of the parents' attitude toward support of the school in
discipline, policy and administration, and finance is shown in
Table 16.
1.

It should be noted that:

There were no significant differences between enclaved
and non-enclaved parents in regard to their attitude
toward this variable.

2.

There were significant differences in the dependent vari
able of generation.

3.

There were no significant differences in the dependent
variables of sex, level of schooling, age, religious
affiliation without Judaism, socio-economic status, and
frequency of attendance at religious service.

The vari

able of length of residence in the community was com
puted separately and found to be insignificant.
The mean scores of the parents' willingness to support
the school in discipline, policy and administration, and finance
are shown in Table 17.
The mean scores for the dependent variable were signifi
cantly higher for the third generation than for the second and
first.

This finding could be explained by the third generation's

present involvement in their children's education as opposed to
the first generation's remote involvement, possibly thinking of
education only in general terms or as it affects their
grandchildren.
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Table 16.

Multiple Regression Analysis of Parents' Attitude
Toward Willingness to Support the School in
Discipline, Policy and Administration, and Finance

Dependent
Variable

Df

SS

MS

F

Sig.

Enclaved/non-enclaved
residence

1

9.63

9.63

2.80

N.S.

Generation

3

36.40

12.13

3.53

.05*

Sex

1

.51

.51

.15

N.S.

Level of schooling

4

14.44

3.61

1.05

N.S.

Age

4

19.71

4.93

1.43

N.S.

Religious affiliation

3

4.37

1.46

.42

N.S.

SES

7

.25

.25

.07

N.S.

Frequency of religious
attendance

4

2.52

2.52

.73

N.S.

103

353.87

3.44

Residual

"Significant at that level.
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Table 17. Comparison of Mean Scores of Parents1 Attitude Toward
Willingness to Support the School in Discipline,
Policy and Administration by Generation

Variable

Mean

Standard
Deviation

Generation
1st

7.458

1.141

2nd

7.741

1.961

3rd

8.895

2.024

In summary, multiple regression analysis indicated that
there were no significant differences between enclaved and nonenclaved Jewish parents in regard to their attitude toward will
ingness to support the school in discipline, policy and
administration, and finance.
Therefore, Hypothesis 2 was supported.
Hypothesis 3
There will be significant differences between enclaved
and non-enclaved Jewish parents in regard to their attitude
toward educational traditionalism.
The hypothesis was tested at the .05 level of
significance.
From Table 18, the following should be noted:
1.

The dependent variable of enclaved versus non-enclaved
residence was found to be insignificant.

Table 18.

Multiple Regression Analysis of Parents' Attitudes
Toward Educational Traditionalism

Dependent
Variable

Df

SS

MS

F

Sig.

Enclaved/non-enclaved
residence

1

2.13

2.13

.38

N.S.

Generation

3

157.50

52.50

9.28

.01*

Sex

1

15.48

15.48

2.73

N.S.

Level of schooling

4

39.87

9.97

1.76

N.S.

Age

4

64.57

16.14

2.85

.05*

Religious affiliation

3

3.69

1.23

.22

N.S.

SES

7

.15

.15

.03

N.S.

Frequency of religious
attendance

4

2.42

2.43

.43

N.S.

103

583.89

5.66

Residual

"Significant at that level.
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2.

The dependent variable of generation was found to be sig
nificant at the .01 level of significance.

3.

The dependent variable of age was found to be significant
at the .05 level of significance.

4.

The dependent variables of sex, level of schooling, reli
gious affiliation, socio-economic status, and frequency of
attendance at religious service were all found to be in
significant.

The variable of length of residence in the

community, computed separately, was also found to be
insignificant.
The mean scores of the dependent variables found to be
significant in the parents' attitudes toward educational tradi
tionalism are shown in Table 19.
It should be noted that the first generation's mean
j

scores toward educational traditionalism were significantly

J

!

higher than the third generation1s scores indicating a highly

i
positive attitude toward this variable.

This findings could be

interpreted as indicating that the first generation has remained
!

traditionally-oriented in its attitudes toward education despite
its degree of acculturation or its choice of enclaved or nonenclaved residence.

The third generation manifested the least

positive attitude toward educational traditionalism suggesting
a more emergent value orientation.

The data related to the non-

religious attitudes toward education indicated that the third
generation did not follow the revitalization model (Figure 4).
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Table 19.

Comparison of Mean Scores of Parents' Attitude Toward
Educational Traditionalism

Variable

Mean

Standard
Deviation

18.895
17.241
15.667

0.719
2.494
1.903

15.821
17.500
18.529
18.583
19.800

2.024
2.776
2.326
3.260
1.483

Generation
1st
2nd
3rd •
Age
21-29
30-39
40-49
50-59
60 or above

The mean scores of the dependent variable of age resem
bled those of the preceding variable of generation in that the
most positive attitude toward educational traditionalism was
found in the 60 or above age group again suggesting adherence to
a traditional orientation. The 40-49 and 50-59 age groups held
somewhat less positive attitudes toward educational traditional
ism than the 60 or above age group.

The 21-29 age group mani

fested the least positive attitudes toward educational
traditionalism indicating an emergent orientation.
In summary, multiple regression analysis indicated that
there were no significant differences between enclaved and nonenclaved Jewish parents in regard to their attitude toward
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educational progressivism.

Significant differences were found

among the variables of generation and age.
Hypothesis 3 was therefore not supported.
Hypothesis 4
There will be significant differences between enclaved
and non-enclaved Jewish parents in regard to their attitude
toward educational progressivism.
The hypothesis was tested at the .05 level of
significance.
From Table 20, the following should be noted:
1. The dependent variable of enclaved versus non-enclaved
residence was found to be insignificant.
2. The dependent variables of generation and level of school
ing were found to be significant at the .05 level of
significance.
3. The dependent variables of sex, age, religious affilia
tion within Judaism, socio-economic status, and frequency
of attendance at religious service were found to be in
significant. The variable of length of residence was
computed separately and found also to be insignificant.
Table 21 presents a comparison of the mean scores of the
parents' attitudes toward educational progressivism.
It should be noted that the mean scores of the parents'
attitude toward educational progressivism were higher for the
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Table 20.

Multiple Regression Analysis of Parents' Attitudes
Toward Educational Progressivism

Dependent
Variable

Df

SS

MS

F

Sig.

Enclaved/non-enclaved
residence

1

4.033

4.033

.81

N.S.

Generation

3

41.13

13.71

2.76

.05*

Sex

1

3.20

3.20

.65

N.S.

Level of schooling

4

66.71

16.68

3.37

.05*

Age

4

12.05

3.01

.60

N.S.

Religious affiliation

3

6.31

2.10

.42

N.S.

SES

7

.09

.09

.02

N.S.

Frequency of religious
attendance

4

10.36

10.36

2.09

N.S.

103

509.97

4.95

Residual

•''Significant at that level.
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Table 21. Comparison of Mean Scores of Parents' Attitudes
Toward Educational Progressivism
Dependent
Variable

Mean

Standard
Deviation

9.158
9.534
10.625

2 .433
2.234
2 .261

8.840
9.423

2.954
2.043

9.250

2.023

9.905
12.714

1.923
1.890

Generation
1st
2nd
3rd
Level of schooling
Completed 8th grade
Completed high school
Completed 2 years college or
university
Completed 4 years college or
university
Completed graduate school
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third generation than for the first and second generations. This
finding could be explained by the first generation's adherence
to traditional values, especially in educationally-related mat
ters, and to the third generation's espousal of emergent values.
The mean scores of the parents' attitude toward educa
tional progressivism were higher for those parents who had com
pleted graduate school than for all the other levels . The
majority of those possessing an eighth grade education fell into
the category of the first generation, 60 years of age or above.
They still have maintained a traditional attitude toward educa
tion. The attitudes of those parents who had completed graduate
school could be explained by their additional years of education
and exposure to educational ideas and experiences that the other
groups lacked or their professional orientation and rejection of
the past.
In summary, multiple regression analysis indicated that
there were no significant differences between enclaved and nonenclaved Jewish parents in regard to their attitude toward
educational progressivism.

Significant differences were found

among the variables of generation and level of schooling.
Therefore, Hypothesis 4 was not supported.
Hypothesis 5
There will be significant differences between enclaved
and non-enclaved Jewish parents in regard to their attitude
toward Jewish parochial education.
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The hypothesis was tested at the .05 level of
significance.
From Table 22, the following should be noted:
1. The dependent variable of enclaved versus non-enclaved
residence was found to be highly significant at the .01
level of significance.
2. The dependent variables of generation, age, and religious
affiliation within Judaism were also found to be signifi
cant at the .01 level of significance.
3. There were no significant differences among the dependent
variables of sex, level of schooling, socio-economic
status, and frequency of attendance at religious service.
The variable of length of residence was computed and also
found to be insignificant.
The comparison of the mean scores of the parents' atti
tude toward Jewish parochial education are shown in Table 23.
It should be noted that the mean scores of the parents'
attitude toward Jewish parochial education showed significantly
higher scores in the non-enclaved community than in the enclaved
community. The more positive attitudes in the non-enclaved com
munity indicated a more favorable attitude among parents toward
Jewish educational alternatives to the public school.

This find

ing could be interpreted as indicating the presence of revitalization phenomena in the non-enclaved community which lacks the
support system of the enclave.

Table 22.

Multiple Regression Analysis of Parents' Attitudes
Toward Jewish Parochial Education

Dependent
Variable

Df

SS

MS

F

Sig.

Enclaved/non-enclaved
residence

1

86.70

86.70

14.30

.01*

Generation

3

86.32

28.77

4.74

.01*

Sex

1

20.58

20.58

3.40

N.S.

Level of schooling

4

52 .00

13.00

2.14

N.S.

Age

4

78.58

24.65

4.07

.01*

Religious affiliation

3

189.25

63.08

10.40

.01*

SES

7

1.14

1.14

.19

N.S.

Frequency of religious
attendance

4

19.36

19.36

3.19

N.S.
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624.02

6.06

Residual

"Significant at that level.
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Table 23. Comparison of Mean Scores of Parents' Attitudes
Toward Jewish Parochial Education
Dependent
Variable

Mean

Standard
Deviation

12.833
14.533

3.381
2.658

14.342
11.625
14.103

3.649
2 .428
2.719

14.250
14.033
9.600
13.154
14.382

3.545
2.735
3.362
3.100
2.985

15.425
14.150
11.475

2.558
3.072
2.427

Residence
Enclaved
Non-enclaved
Generation
1st
2nd
3rd
Age
21-29
30-39
40-49
50-59
60 or above
Religious Affiliation
Orthodox
Conservative
Reform
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It should also be noted that the mean scores showed sig
nificant differences in the dependent variable of generation.
The first generation's scores indicated a highly positive atti
tude toward Jewish parochial education.

The third generation's

scores were similar to those of the first. This finding indi
cated a return to traditional values and confirmation of the
"principle of third generation interest" explained in Chapter 1.
The third generation in its support of Jewish parochial education
has returned to the values of its grandparents. The scores of
the second generation indicated a less positive attitude toward
this variable possibly due to acculturation pressures and the
desire to be fully "American."
There were significant differences in the parents' atti
tude toward Jewish parochial education in regard to the variable
of age . Similarities can be noted between the age variable and
the preceding one of generation.

The most positive attitude

toward Jewish parochial education was held by the 60 or above age
group indicating a traditional orientation toward religious edu
cation that has remained strong despite acculturation pressures.
The scores of the 21-29 and 30-39 age groups largely made up of
second and third generation American Jews indicated a positive
attitude toward Jewish parochial education suggesting revitalization phenomena in some segments of the second and third genera
tion. The least positive attitudes were manifested by the largely
second generation 40-49 and 50-59 age groups. This finding could
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be explained by their second generation orientation and the ef
fects of acculturation.
It should finally be noted that there were significant
differences between parents of different within Judaism affilia
tion. The Orthodox scores indicated the most positive attitude
toward Jewish parochial education suggesting a retention of tra
ditional values.

The Conservative scores revealed similarly

positive attitudes that could be interpreted in two ways;
(1) the return to traditional values could be occurring in some
segments (second and third generation) of the Conservative com
munity, thus the desire to educate their children in a Jewish
parochial school rather than in the public school system and
(2) a general disillusionment felt by Conservative parents toward
public education.

The Reform scores indicated the least positive

attitude toward Jewish parochial education suggesting a commit
ment of this religious affiliation to the concept of public
school education. These findings substantiated the studies of
congregational differences (Pilch 1943, Agus 1954) that the Re
form is basically an American phenomenon and assimilative in
nature.
In summary, multiple regression analysis indicated that
there were significant differences between enclaved and nonenclaved Jewish parents in regard to their attitude toward Jewish
parochial education. Significant differences were also found
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among the variables of generation, age, and religious affiliation
within Judaism.
Hypothesis 5 was supported.
Hypothesis 6
There will be significant differences between enclaved
and non-enclaved Jewish parents in regard to their attitude
toward after public school hours Jewish religious education
(Hebrew school).
The hypothesis was tested at the .05 level of
significance.
Multiple regression analysis of the independent variable
is shown in Table 24, from which the following should be noted:
1. The dependent variable of enclaved versus non-enclaved
residence was found to be highly significant at the .01
level of significance.
2. The dependent variables of generation and religious af
filiation were also significant at the .01 level of
significance.
3. The dependent variable of age was found to be significant
at the .05 level of significance.
4. The dependent variables of sex, level of schooling, socio
economic status, and frequency of attendance at religious
service were found to be insignificant.

The variable of

length of residence in the community was computed sepa
rately and found to be insignificant.

Table 24.

Multiple Regression Analysis of Parents' Attitudes
Toward After Public School Hours Jewish Religious
Education (Hebrew School)

Dependent
Variable

Df

SS

MS

F

Sig.

Enclaved/non-enclaved
residence

1

158.70

158.70

8.52

.01*

Generation

3

498.63

166.21

8.93

.01*

Sex

1

5.49

5.49

.29

N.S.

Level of schooling

4

98.62

24.66

1.32

N.S.

Age

4

225.44

56.36

3.03

.05*

Religious affiliation

3

910.42

303.47

16.30

.01*

SES

7

3.61

3.61

.19

N.S.

Frequency of religious
attendance

4

54.18

54.18

2.90

N.S.
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1918.10

18.62

Residual

*Significant at that level.
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The mean scores of the significant dependent variables
are shown in Table 25. The mean scores of the parents' attitude
toward Hebrew school were significantly higher for the nonenclaved parents than for the enclaved parents. This finding
could be interpreted that the revitalization process, especially
in respect to religious education, is operating within the nonenclaved community which lacks the support system of the enclaved
community.
It should be noted that the mean scores showed signifi
cant differences between generations. The first generation mani
fested the most positive attitude toward after public school
hours Hebrew school.

This finding could be explained by the

first generation's lifetime familiarity with the concept of
Hebrew school and the generation's support of it as a means of
transmitting Jewish culture.

The third generation was shown to

hold the least positive attitude toward after public school hours
Hebrew school. This finding could be attributed to (1) disillu
sionment of the third generation with Hebrew schools as a result
of their own Hebrew school experience and that of their children
and (2) the highly positive attitude of the third generation
toward the Hebrew parochial school (Table 23) rather than the
after public school hours Hebrew school as a means of transmit
ting Jewish culture.
The mean scores of this same variable showed significant
differences between the age groups.

These findings resembled
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Table 25. Comparison of Mean Scores of Parents' Attitudes
Toward After Public School Hours Jewish Religious
Education (Hebrew School)
Dependent
Variable

Mean

Standard
Deviation

Residence
Enclaved
Non-enclaved

30.200
32.500

Generation
1st
2nd
3rd

33.500
31.690
27.125

5.741
4.978
5.236

35.325
31.325
27.500

4.537
4.537
5.325

26.800
29.513
31.633
35.417
32.441

5.020
5.929
5.242
5.680
4.949

Religious Affiliation
Orthodox
Conservative
Reform
Age
21-29
30-39
40-49
50-59
60 or above
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those of the preceding variable of generation.

Those parents in

the 50-59 and 60 or above age groups manifested the most positive
attitudes toward Hebrew school, suggesting the older group's
familiarity with the concept of the after public school hours
Hebrew school and their commitment to it as an agent of cultural
transmission. The scores of the younger age groups, 21-29 and
30-39, indicated that those parents were either disillusioned
with their own Hebrew school experience or that of their children
or were more committed to the concept of the full-day alternative
to the public school, the Hebrew day school, rather than the after
public school hours Hebrew school.
The mean scores also revealed significant differences be
tween parents of different within Judaism affiliation. The Ortho
dox held the most positive attitudes toward Hebrew school
suggesting their traditional orientation and their commitment to
the transmission of Jewish culture through the Hebrew school.
Another possible explanation for their commitment could be that
most Orthodox communities do not have enough children in the
congregation to support a Hebrew school and feel threatened by
the lack of an Orthodox institution of cultural transmission.
The Reform scores indicated the least positive attitudes toward
Hebrew school suggesting the assimilative nature of the Reform
movement.
In summary, multiple regression analysis indicated that
there were significant differences between enclaved and
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non-enclaved Jewish parents in regard to their attitude toward
after public school hours Jewish religious education (Hebrew
school). Significant differences were also found among the
variables of generation, age, and within Judaism religious
affiliation.
Hypothesis 6 was supported.
Summary
This chapter provided a description of the parental
population and the results of testing each hypothesis .

Addition

al factors relevant to the construct validity and reliability of
the instrumentation were explored.
The findings of this study were:
1. There were differences between enclaved and non-enclaved
Jewish parents in regard to their own educational ex
perience and their attitude toward the importance of
education.
2. There were no differences between enclaved and nonenclaved Jewish parents in regard to their willingness
to support the school in discipline, policy and adminis
tration, and finance.
3. There were no differences between enclaved and nonenclaved Jewish parents in regard to their attitude
toward educational progressivism.
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4. There were no differences between enclaved and nonenclaved Jewish parents in regard to their attitude
toward educational traditionalism.
5. There were differences between enclaved and non-enclaved
Jewish parents in regard to their attitudes toward Jewish
parochial education.
6. There were differences between enclaved and non-enclaved
Jewish parents in regard to their attitudes toward after
public school hours Jewish religious education (Hebrew
school).
7. The parents' level of schooling accounted for differences
in attitude toward their own educational experience and
the importance of education, attitude toward educational
progressivism, and their attitude toward willingness to
support the school in discipline, policy and administra
tion, and finance.
8. There were differences among first, second, and third
generation parents in their attitudes toward educational
progressivism, educational traditionalism, willingness
to support the school in discipline, policy and adminis
tration, and finance, after public school hours Jewish
religious education, and Jewish parochial education.
9. There were differences among parents of different age
groups in regard to their attitudes toward educational
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traditionalism, Jewish parochial education, and after
public school hours Jewish religious education.
10. Religious affiliation within Judaism accounted for dif
ferences in parents' attitudes toward Jewish parochial
education and after public school hours Jewish religious
education (Hebrew school).
11. There were differences among parents of both sexes in
regard to their attitude toward their own educational
experience and toward the importance of education.

CHAPTER 5
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND
RECOMMENDATIONS
A summary of the study, including the problem and proce
dures, followed by conclusions resulting from the analysis of
data, and recommendations based on the conclusions, are pre
sented in this chapter.
Summary of the Study
The purposes of the study were to (1) identify, analyze,
and compare parental attitudes toward education in an urban enclaved and an urban non-enclaved Jewish community and (2) to
ascertain and compare the extent of revitalization process in
educational attitudes among second and third generation American
Jews in the two communities.
Sixty parents (30 mothers and 30 fathers) from the enclaved community, New Bedford, Massachusetts, and 60 parents
(30 mothers and 30 fathers) from the non-enclaved community,
Tucson, Arizona, were randomly selected to participate in the
study.

The 60 parents in each community were further divided

congregationally:

20 Orthodox (10 mothers and 10 fathers),

20 Conservative (10 mothers and 10 fathers), and 20 Reform
(10 mothers and 10 fathers).
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Each participant completed a questionnaire containing
two sections.

The first section was the Personal Data Inventory

composed of information related to personal and family back
ground, educational and linguistic background, length of resi
dence in the community.

The second section of the questionnaire

was the Educational Attitude Inventory containing 40 attitude
statements reflecting the individual's attitudes toward (1) his
own educational experience and the importance of education,
(2) his support of the school in discipline, policy, administra
tion and finance, (3) educational progressivism, (4) educational
traditionalism, (5) Jewish parochial education, and (6) after
public school hours Jewish religious education (Hebrew school).
The Warner-Meeker-Eeels Scale for Rating Occupation
(Warner, Meeker, and Eeels 1960) was utilized to relate the par
ticipant's occupation to his socio-economic status.
The Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS),
an integrated system of computer programs for the analysis of
social science data available at the Computer Center, University
of Arizona, was used for the processing and statistical treatment
of the data.

Factor analysis was used to determine the construct

validity of the subscales.

The reliability coefficient alphas

were calculated to determine the reliability of the subscales.
Multiple regression analysis was performed to ascertain the pro
portion of variance for which each variable could account.
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Throughout the study the .05 level of significance was
d.
1.

The hypotheses tested in the study were:
There will be no significant differences between enclaved
Jewish parents and non-enclaved Jewish parents in regard
to their attitude toward their own educational experience
and the importance of education.

2.

There will be no significant differences between enclaved
and non-enclaved Jewish parents in regard to their sup
port of the school in discipline, policy, and administra
tion and finance.

3.

There will be significant differences between enclaved
and non-enclaved Jewish parents in regard to their atti
tudes toward educational progressivism.

4.

There will be significant differences between enclaved
and non-enclaved Jewish parents in regard to their atti
tudes toward educational traditionalism.

5.

There will be significant differences between enclaved
and non-enclaved Jewish parents in regard to their atti
tudes toward Jewish parochial education.

6.

There will be significant differences between enclaved
and non-enclaved Jewish parents in regard to their atti
tudes toward after public school hours Jewish religious
education (Hebrew school).
Analysis of the data resulted in the rejection of three

the six hypotheses:

Hypotheses 1, 3, and 4.

Hypotheses 2,

5, and 6 were accepted.

The results of the analysis of the data

led to several conclusions, interpretations, and recommendations
which follow.
Conclusions
The data indicated that, in general, enclaved versus nonenclaved residence did not account for significant differences in
attitudes toward education except in relation to Jewish edu
cation.

The scores of both enclaved and non-enclaved parents

showed no differences in their attitude toward support of the
school in discipline, policy, administration and finance.

Simi

larly, there were no significant differences between the two
communities in regard to their attitudes toward educational progressivism and educational traditionalism.

Both sets of parents

seemed to express extremely positive attitudes toward the pre
ceding two variables without differentiating between them.

This

finding tended to reinforce the author's premise that education
is a core value of American Jewish culture and its importance
transcends differences in generational and congregational choice
as well as enclaved or non-enclaved residence.
However, significant differences were noted in the par
ents' attitude toward their own educational experience and the
importance of education.

The enclaved parents showed a more

positive attitude toward their own educational experience pos
sibly due to the homogeneity of their educational background as
the majority of them were born in the New England area or had
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resided there for many years.

The non-enclaved parents were born

and educated in different parts of the country as well as outside
of the country, thus accounting for a great diversity in educa
tional background.
Parents' level of schooling was an important variable
that accounted for differences in parental attitudes toward their
own educational experience and the importance of education in
both communities.

Parents who had completed two years of college

or university and those who had completed the eighth grade held
the most positive attitude toward their own educational experi
ence.

This finding indicated that the factor of completion may

have had an influence on their attitudes toward their own ex
perience.

Those who had not continued their education past the

eighth grade and those who had not gone beyond two years of col
lege or university probably regretted their inability to complete
their education yet held positive attitudes toward their past
experience.
Similarly, those parents possessing an eighth grade edu
cation had significantly higher scores in their attitude toward
support of the school in discipline, policy, and administration
and finance than the other groups, again indicating completion
as a major factor in their formation of educational attitudes.
Level of schooling accounted for other differences.
Parents classified in the category of those who had completed
graduate school showed the most positive scores toward the
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attitude of educational progressivism than for the other levels
of schooling used in the study.

This could have been expected,

as their advanced educational level had allowed them to be ex
posed to a greater variety of ideas and theories in their formu
lation of educational attitudes.
Similarly, generation accounted for differences in atti
tudes toward educational progressivism and educational tradi
tionalism.

As might be expected, the third generation held the

most positive attitude toward educational progressivism and the
least positive attitude toward educational traditionalism.

Con

versely, the first generation held the strongest positive atti
tudes toward educational traditionalism and the least positive
attitudes toward educational progressivism.

This finding was

further corroborated by the differences that were found among the
scores of the different age groups.

Parents in the 60 or above

age group indicated the most positive attitude toward educational
traditionalism while those in the 21-29 age group held the least
positive attitude.
Generation also accounted for significant differences in
attitudes toward support of the school in discipline, policy,
administration and finance.

The third generations' scores were

more positive toward this attitude reflecting their active
present involvement in the educational process of their children
as opposed to a more remote inactive involvement among the other
two generations.
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It would appear, then, that generation and age were more
important factors than enclaved or non-enclaved residence in the
determination of attitudes toward educational progressivism and
educational traditionalism.
The most significant differences in the study were found
in attitudes toward different aspects of Jewish education.

En

claved or non-enclaved residence emerged as a significant factor
in both the parents1 attitude toward Jewish parochial education
and the parents' attitude toward after public school hours
Jewish religious education (Hebrew school).
Highly significant scores indicated that parents in the
non-enclaved community held more positive attitudes toward Jewish
parochial education than in the enclaved community.

This finding

supports the rationale underlying the voluntary establishment of
a Hebrew day school two years ago in the non-enclaved community
of Tucson as opposed to the absence of one in the older and en
claved community of New Bedford.
Similarly, the non-enclaved parents held more positive
attitudes toward after public school hours Jewish religious edu
cation (Hebrew school) than the enclaved parents.

The more posi

tive scores toward this attitude resembled those of the preceding
attitude toward Jewish parochial education, in that the need to
transmit Jewish culture, whether through the Jewish parochial
school or Hebrew school, was more keenly felt in the non-enclaved
community where residential assimilation had been completed and
no enclave existed to provide a support system for its members.
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Generation and age were found to indicate significant
differences toward the religious educational attitudes in the
study.

The scores of the first generation showed the most posi

tive attitude toward Jewish parochial education.

It should be

noted that the third generation's scores for this attitude were
more positive than for the second generation.

This finding re

inforced the theoretical base of the "triple melting pot" notion
and the "principle of third generation interest" which indicated
that the third generation, secure in its Americanness, seeks to
find a context of self-identification in the larger society
through a return to the traditional values of their grandparents.
One educational manifestation of their return is the support of
the Hebrew day school as an agent of transmission of Jewish
culture.
Generation was a significant factor in the differences
in attitude toward after public school hours Jewish religious
education (Hebrew school).

The first and second generations held

the most positive attitude toward this type of religious educa
tion possibly due to their familiarity and commitment to it as
a means of insuring the transmission of Jewish culture.

The

third generation's scores indicated the least positive attitude
suggesting either a disillusionment with their own Hebrew school
experience or that of their children or their preference for the
educational alternative of the Hebrew day school as a formal
agent of cultural transmission for their children.
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The findings related to age revealed similar conclusions
toward the attitude of after public school hours Jewish religious
education (Hebrew school).

Those parents in the 50-59 and 60 or

above age groups manifested the most positive attitude toward
this attitude and those in the 21-29 and 30-39 age groups the
least positive.

The older groups' scores indicated a strong sup

port for the after public school hours Hebrew school while the
scores of the younger groups seemed to indicate a preference for
the parochial Hebrew day school.
Significant differences between religious affiliations
emerged as a significant factor in both the parents' attitude
toward Jewish parochial education and the parents' attitude
toward after public school hours Hebrew school.

The Orthodox

scores indicated the most positive attitude toward Jewish paro
chial education suggesting a retention of traditional values and
the desire to insure future transmission of Jewish culture
through the formal agency of the Jewish parochial school.

The

high Conservative scores indicated that some segments of that
community, notably the second and third generations, have re
turned to traditional values as manifested in their favorable
attitudes toward Jewish parochial education.
The Reform scores indicated the least positive attitudes
toward Jewish parochial education substantiating the studies of
Pilch (1943) and Agus (1954) that the Reform movement was es
sentially assimilative in nature and had acquired a definitely
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American cast.

The Reform affiliate tended to support the public

school as the formal agent of education for his children as op
posed to Jewish parochial education.
There were significant differences between members of
different congregational affiliation in regard to their attitudes
toward after public school hours Jewish religious education
(Hebrew school).

The findings resembled those of the attitudes

toward Jewish parochial education.

The Orthodox affiliates held

the most positive attitude toward Hebrew school suggesting their
commitment to this form of Jewish cultural transmission.

Another

possible factor accounting for their positive attitudes could be
the uneven composition of their present congregations which are
comprised of mostly elderly members and very few families with
young children.

The Orthodox may feel threatened by the lack of

such an educational institution within their own congregations
and feel that the Conservative and Reform congregations in the
communities may not be adequately providing this type of instruc
tion to the youth.

The findings of the Reform toward Hebrew

school resembled their attitudes toward Jewish parochial educa
tion.

They were least positive toward both attitudes suggesting

a more advanced degree of acculturation and a de-emphasis on
religious education as an integral part of their children's
educational preparation.
The data indicated that the variables of socio-economic
status, frequency of attendance at religious service, and length
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of residence in the community did not account for any significant
differences toward the attitudes analyzed in the study.

There

were significant differences between the sexes only in one vari
able, the attitude toward one's own educational experience and
the importance of education.
Two types of recommendations derive from this study.

One

is directed toward further study, and the other relates to the
professional education enterprise.
Recommendations
Recommendations
for Further Study
For further study, it is recommended that:
1.

An investigation be conducted to identify, analyze, and
compare attitudes toward education focusing on generation
as the major factor.

The experimental population should

be divided equally between the first, second, and third
generations to obtain more accurate generational atti
tudes and to determine the extent of revitalization
process within these groups.
2.

The present study be validated using scales other than
the one developed for use in the investigation.

3.

The present study be expanded to include a population
of unaffiliated Jewish parents.
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4.

The present study be expanded to include a population of
ultra-Orthodox Hassidic parents, such as in the enclaved
settlement of Williamsburg in Brooklyn.

5.

The present study be replicated with enclaved and nonenclaved Jewish parents in locations of the United States
other than the Northeast and the Southwest.

6.

An investigation be conducted to compare attitudes toward
education among equal populations of Ashkenazic and
Sephardic parents.

7.

An investigation be conducted to determine why third
generation American Jews possess negative attitudes
toward after public school hours Jewish religious educa
tion (Hebrew school).

Recommendations for Professional
Education Enterprise
Although it is of importance to validate and replicate
this study, in the interim, the findings of the study seem to
indicate that members of the professional education enterprise
should:
1.

Be aware that the revitalization in process is operating
within some segments of the new, non-enclaved communities
sometimes leading to the establishment of parochial al
ternatives to the public school.

2.

Establish greater liaison with Jewish parents, especially
in the non-enclaved community, to enhance communication
between the two groups.
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3.

Develop non-religious curricular electives, such as
Jewish cultural history, in the public school as a means
of promoting pride and understanding of their cultural
heritage and to help non-Jews become aware of the rich
fund of Jewish tradition and history.

4. Develop programs for all children to acquaint and help
promote understanding and tolerance of all religions
within the community.
5.

Determine how the value of education is transmitted in
Jewish culture and how this process can be replicated in
other groups.

APPENDIX A
INVENTORY
Code Number
Personal Data Inventory
Instructions:

Please circle the number following each question
which corresponds to the correct answer.

Sex
1.

Male

2.

Female

What was the last level of schooling which you completed?
1.
2.
3.
3.

4. 50-59
5. 60 or more

4.
5.

Orthodox
Conservative
Reform

Unaffiliated
Other

How frequently do you attend religious services?
1.
2.
3.

6.

21-29
30-39
40-49

5.

What is your religious affiliation?
1.
2.
3.

5.

4.

Age
1.
2.
3.

4.

4-year college or
university
graduate school

eighth grade
high school
junior college

4.

daily
weekly
monthly

5.

Please write in your occupation:
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three times a year
(High Holidays)
never
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7.

Please write in your spouse's occupation:

8.

Marital status
1.
2.

married
divorced

3.
4.

separated
widowed

9.

Please write in the number of children that you have:

10.

What is your child's (children's) present educational
status?
Name (first)

Age

Sex

Grade Level

1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
(If more, write additional information on back of this page.)
11.

What generation are you living in the United States?
1.
2.

12.

1st
2nd

Where were you born?

3.
4.

3rd
4th

Write in city/state:

If born outside U.S.A., also write in country:
13.

Where was your mother born?
Where was your father born?

14.

If you are 2nd or 3rd generation living in America, from
what country or countries did your ancestors come?

15.

What is your ancestry?
1.

16.

Ashkenazic

2.

Sephardic

How long have your lived in this community?
the number of years:

Please write in
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17.

What language(s) are spoken at home?
1. English
2. Yiddish
3. Ladino

4.
5.

Hebrew
Other (identify)

Educational attitude Inventory
Instructions:

Please read each statement carefully and then
select the response which corresponds most closely
to how you feel about it. Circle the number of
your preferred response.

When I look back on my public school years I feel they were
useful for my present life.
1.
2.

Strongly agree
Agree

3.
4.

Disagree
Strongly disagree

The pupil-teacher relationship is the relationship between a
child who needs direction, guidance, and control and a
teacher who is an expert supplying direction, guidance, and
control.
1.
2.

Strongly agree
Agree

3.
4.

Disagree
Strongly disagree

Hebrew school today is an important and necessary experience
for all Jewish children.
1.
2.

Strongly agree
Agree

3.
4.

Disagree
Strongly disagree

On the whole public schools do a good job in cooperating
with parents.
1.
2.

Strongly agree
Agree

3.
4.

Disagree
Strongly disagree

Of all the learning institutions the synagogue or temple is
the most important for my family and children.
1.
2.

Strongly agree
Agree

3.
4.

Disagree
Strongly disagree
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6.

The goals of public education should be dictated by chil
dren's interests and needs as well as by the larger demands
of society.
1.
2.

7.

Disagree
Strongly disagree

Strongly agree
Agree

3.
4.

Disagree
Strongly disagree

Strongly agree
Agree

3.
4.

Disagree
Strongly disagree

Strongly agree
Agree

3.
4.

Disagree
Strongly disagree

My years in public school did not help to prepare me in
what I am doing now.
1.
2.

12.

3.
4.

Jewish children should be educated in basic subjects in the
public school system.
1.
2.

11.

Strongly agree
Agree

The backbone of the public school curriculum is subject
matter; activities are useful mainly to facilitate the
learning of subject matter.
1.
2.

10.

Disagree
Strongly disagree

Public schools teach a lot of ideas and skills that do not
work out when you actually get on the job.
1.
2.

9.

3.
4.

Parents are entitled to acquire "nachas" from their chil
dren's academic performance.
1.
2.

8.

Strongly agree
Agree

Strongly agree
Agree

3.
4.

Disagree
Strongly disagree

No subject is more important in public school than the per
sonality development of the pupils.
1.
2.

Strongly agree
Agree

3.
4.

Disagree
Strongly disagree

13. I believe the "bar-mitzvah" is one of the most important
steps in the life of a Jewish child.
1.
2.

Strongly agree
Agree

3.
4.

Disagree
Strongly disagree
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14.

Parents should back up the public school in matters of
discipline.
1.
2.

15.

Strongly agree
Agree

3.
4.

Disagree
Strongly disagree

Strongly agree
Agree

3.
4.

Disagree
Strongly disagree

Strongly agree
Agree
5.

3. Disagree
4. Strongly disagree
Does not apply to me

Strongly agree
Agree

3.
4.

Disagree
Strongly disagree

The true view of public education is so arranging learning
that the child gradually builds up a storehouse of knowledge
that he can use in the future.
1.
2.

21.

Disagree
Strongly disagree

The interests I developed while I was in public school still
provide me with enjoyment.
1.
2.

20.

3.
4.

When I look back on my Hebrew school years, I feel they were
a waste of time.
1.
2.

19.

Strongly agree
Agree

The traditional moral standards of American culture should
not just be accepted; they should be examined and tested in
solving the present problems of students.
1.
2.

18.

Disagree
Strongly disagree

It is important for Jews to observe the major ceremonial and
religious traditions.
1.
2.

17.

3.
4.

Public schools are the backbone of American democracy *
1.
2.

16.

Strongly agree
Agree

Strongly agree
Agree

3.
4.

Disagree
Strongly disagree

If there existed an accredited Hebrew day school, I would
like my children to attend.
1.
2.

Strongly agree
Agree

3.
4.

Disagree
Strongly disagree
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22.

It seems to me that the public money which is put into pub
lic schools today is well worth it.
1.
2.

23.

Strongly agree
Agree

3.
4.

Disagree
Strongly disagree

Strongly agree
Agree

3.
4.

Disagree
Strongly disagree

Strongly agree
Agree

3.
4.

Disagree
Strongly disagree

Strongly agree
Agree

3.
4.

Disagree
Strongly disagree

There are times when public school teachers cannot be blamed
for losing patience with a pupil.
1.
2.

29.

Disagree
Strongly disagree

The "bar-mitzvah" occurs at the wrong time of life to be
meaningful today.
1.
2.

28.

3.
4.

Discipline should be governed by long-range interests and
well-established standards.
1.
2.

27.

Strongly agree
Agree

Some of my public school teachers were a source of great in
spiration to me.
1.
2.

26.

Disagree
Strongly disagree

The important thing is for children to be prepared, both in
the schools and at home, to live full and satisfying lives
of their own.
1.
2.

25.

3.
4.

Learning is experimental; the child should be taught to test
alternatives before accepting any of them.
1.
2.

24.

Strongly agree
Agree

Strongly agree
Agree

3.
4.

Disagree
Strongly disagree

An American Jewish child should learn Hebrew before any
other foreign language.
1.
2.

Strongly agree
Agree

3.
4.

Disagree
Strongly disagree
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30.

Public education and public educational institutions must
be sources of social ideas; education must be a social pro
gram undergoing continual reconstruction.
1.
2.

31.

Strongly agree
Agree

3.
4.

Some of my Hebrew school teachers were a source of great
inspiration to me.
1.
2.

Strongly agree
Agree
5.

32.

Disagree
Strongly disagree

Strongly agree
Agree

3.
4.

Disagree
Strongly disagree

Strongly agree
Agree

3.
4.

Disagree
Strongly disagree

A Jewish child's Hebrew education is an important experience
in terms of the development of his concept of his own cul
tural heritage and his sense of religious commitment.
1.
2.

36.

3.
4.

The curriculum of the public schools should be made up of
an orderly sequence of subjects that teach to all students
the best of our American cultural heritage.
1.
2.

35.

Strongly agree
Agree

All Jews should belong to a synagogue congregation and
attend regularly.
1.
2.

34.

3. Disagree
4. Strongly disagree
Does not apply to me

In the public school they are not teaching reading as well
as they used to.
1.
2.

33.

Disagree
Strongly disagree

Strongly agree
Agree

3. Disagree
4. Strongly disagree

Most people learn more by working four years than by going
to school four years.
1.
2.

Strongly agree
Agree

3.
4.

Disagree
Strongly disagree
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37.

Hebrew school today has maintained a classical curriculum
instead of updating its curriculum to include modern Hebrew
and contemporary Jewish history.
1.
2.

38.

Disagree
Strongly disagree

Strongly agree
Agree

3.
4.

Disagree
Strongly disagree

In looking back, it seems to me that most of my teachers in
elementary and high school did not know what they were
talking about.
1.
2.

40.

3.
4.

I believe there is too much emphasis on Christian holidays
in public schools.
1.
2.

39.

Strongly agree
Agree

Strongly agree
Agree

3.
4.

Disagree
Strongly disagree

If I had to make a choice, I would send my children to
Hebrew parochial school rather than public school.
1.
2.

Strongly agree
Agree

3.
4.

Disagree
Strongly disagree

APPENDIX B
SCALE FOR RATING OCCUPATION*

From Warner, Meeker, and Eells (1960,
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Rating
Assigned
to Occu
pation

Professionals

Proprietors
and
Managers

Business
Men

Clerks and
Kindred
Workers

Manual
Workers

Lawyers, doctors, den
tists, engineers,
judges, high school
superintendents, vet
erinarians, ministers
(graduated from di
vinity school) chem
ists, etc. with
post-graduate train
ing, architects

Businesses
valued at
$75,000

Regional Certified
and divi- Public
sional
Accountants
managers
of large
financial
ard in
dustrial
enter
prises

High school teachers,
trained nurses, chi
ropodists, chiroprac
tors, undertakers,
ministers (some
training), newspaper
editors, librarians
(graduate)

Businesses
valued at
$20,000 to
$75,000

Accountants,
Assis
tant
salesmen of
managers, real estate,
office/
of insurance,
depart
postmasters
ment
managers
of large
busi
nesses,
assis
tants to
execu
tives,etc,

Protective
and
Service
Workers

U)
o

Rating
Assigned
to OccupatJon

Professionals
Social workers, grade
school teachers, op
tometrists, librarians
(not graduate), under
takers' assistants,
ministers (no
training)

Proprietors
and
Managers
Businesses
valued at
$5,000 to
$20,000

Businesses
valued at
$2,000 to
$5,000

Business
Men
All mi
nor of
ficials
of
business

Clerks and
Kindred
Workers

Manual
Workers

Protective
and
Service
Workers

Auto sales- Contracmen, bank
tors
clerks,
postal
clerks,
secreta
ries to
executives,
supervisors
of railroad,
telephone,
justices of
the peace
Stenogra
phers,
bookkeep
ers, rural
mail
clerks,
railroad
ticket
agents,
sales peo
ple in dry
goods
store, etc.

Factory
foremen,
owners of
businesses:
electri
cians,
plumbers,
carpenters

Rating
Assigned
to Occu
pation
5

Professionals

Proprietors
and
Managers
Businesses
valued at
$500 to
$2,000

Business
Men

Clerks and
Kindred
Workers
Dime store
clerks,
hardware
salesmen,
beauty op
erators,
telephone
operators

Manual
Workers

Protective
and
Service
Workers

Medium- Barbers,
skill
firemen,
workers: butcher1s
carpen appren
ters,
tices,
plumb
practical
nurses, po
ers,
electri licemen,
cians
seam
(appren stresses,
tice),
cooks in
time
restaurant,
keepers, bartenders
linemen,
tele
phone or
tele
graph,
radio re
pairmen

Rating
Assigned
to Occupation

Professionals

Proprietors
and
Managers
Businesses
valued at
less than
$500

Business
Men

Clerks and
Kindred
Workers

Manual
Workers

Protective
and
Service
Workers

Mould
ers j
semi
skilled
workers,
assis
tants
to car
penters

Baggage
men, night
policemen
and watch
men, taxi/
truck
drivers,
gas station
attendants,
waitresses
in restau
rant

Heavy
labor,
migrant
work,
odd-job
men,
miners

Janitors,
scrubwomen,
newsboys
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